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Kickin' it to the man: Matthew Uy '11 contributes to Stags' victory against Yale in front of an 800+ crowd on Saturday night.

Living and learning
Student background
checks come into question

BY TOM CLEARY

Sex offenders slipping by
BY RACHEL FEYRE

Extracurriculars? Check. Strong
academic record? Check. Criminal or
legal record? Check.
Last year, the University of
Georgia cross-referenced a local sex
offender list with its student body and
found matches. Those who were convicted denied their criminal history
on their applications and, with little
background check, were accepted
into the university.
The individuals were then suspended because they lied on their
application, rather than because of
their histories.
Trusting that everything on the
application is truthful has led to serious consequences.
"They won't trust them on their
SAT scores, but they will trust them
on their crime history," said S. Daniel
Carter, senior vice president of security at the University of Georgia in the
school's newspaper last year.
Before being accepted at Fairfield
University, an application must be
completed with the prospective
students' criminal history declared.
According to Karen Pellegrino, direc-

tor for admissions, Fairfield uses the
Common Application, which "asks
students to answer two questions
— one concerning a disciplinary
violation in school and the other
concerning a conviction for a misdemeanor, felony or other crime."
The University trusts the prospective students' "yes" or "no" response as truthful as to whether or not
they have ever been convicted.
If the student.answers "no,"
the search has ended, but if "yes" is
the response, then an explanation is
required.
"The student signs the application, certifying that all of the
information presented is factually
true and honestly presented," said
Pellegrino.
If it is discovered that a student
was dishonest on his or her application, the prospective student's admission may be revoked, she said.
To prevent such dishonesty,
Fairfield recently sent out an e-mail
to the community reporting the procedures for sexual harassment and
discrimination.
In the event that there is a sexual
harrassment incident at Fairfield,

psychological services and other
programs such as Rape Agression
Defense are made available to the
student body as tools to deal with and
prevent sexual harassment cases.
"We maintain on our Web site
a link to the State of Connecticut's
registered sex offender list. No
one system is fool-proof, but these
systems ... provide a range of
interventions to help us provide
as safe a campus environment as
is possible," said Tom Pellegrino,
associate vice president and dean
of students.
There are Web sites, such
as MissingKids.com and RegisteredOffendersList.org, that list all
registered sex offenders in the nation.
Additional tools can be made available to universities and colleges for
a small fee.
Tom Vitlo '09 said he supports
the idea of universities putting
more effort into cross-referencing
applications.
"I think that the University cross
referencing students is within legal
parameters," Vitlo said. "However,
what happens when they find offenders? Target them? It's illegal."

Across the country, universities such as Cornell, Princeton and West Virginia are looking to
mix social and academic life by creating residential
colleges.
At Fairfield, the Ignatian Residential College has
been a successful experiment of living and learning
and University President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx would
like to expand the program throughout the campus,
making it a "hallmark" of the University, according
to his strategic plan.
This could mean faculty and students coexisting
in dorms on campus in the future.
"What I have in mind is much more using the
model of the Ignatian Residential College as a living/learning community which has been so successful
for us here at Fairfield," von Arx told The Mirror in
February.
"I want to see how we can extend this to more of
our students," he said.
Combining academic activity with a community
setting, where students and faculty interact in a way
that creates a unique relationship, is the main purpose
behind the residential colleges.
The Ignatian Residential College, located in
Loyola Hall, uses a mentoring program that consists
of faculty, alumni and friends of the University.
The mentors help the students living in Loyola
grow academically, socially and spiritually.
Von Arx would like to bring the mentoring
program to a new level through his strategic plan.
In order to accomodate the expansion of the residential college program, more dorms would need
to be built.
Ross Brann, a professor at Cornell, fives in the Cook
House, the residential college at the University.
He has an apartment in the building and provides
activities for students who live along with him in the
SEE "FACULTY" ON P.
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University affairs not determined by grads
Fairfield alumni wield limited power
BY JOE CARRETTA

A short stroll around the well-maintained grounds
at Fairfield might give the impression that alumni have a
great deal of influence on campus.
The Alumni House, which is just up the road from
Alumni Hall, serves as a meeting place for the Student
Alumni Association.
But despite the prominence of an alumni-designated
buildings on campus, Fairfield alumni do not have as
strong a say in University decisions as one might be led
to believe.
Dartmouth College announced that its board of trustees would expand to 24 members, two-thirds chosen by
the college and one-third elected by the alumni, according
to a New York Times article.
This sparked a controversial debate since alumni
previosuly appointed half the seat holders on the board.
Since 1891, Dartmouth alumni have elected eight
trustees and the administration has appointed an additional eight, giving the college an unusually small board
and an unusual level of alumni power.
Janet Canepa, director of alumni relations at Fairfield
said, "At Fairfield, the Board of Trustees for the University is the sole governing body of the University and are
all board-appointed, so the Dartmouth situation would
never arise here.*'
"The Board of Trustees is responsible for overseeing
the effective governance of the University. It defines the
mission of the University, establishes the general policies
and approves the budget for its operation," she said.

Katie McCarthy/The Mirror

Participating but not extremely powerful: The class of '57 gathers on the lawn outside Bellarmine Hall at the 2007
graduation ceremony.

According to the University's Web site, which
lists the Board of Trustees for the 2006-2007 academic
year, 27 out of the 39 members are alumni, including the
chairperson of the board, Paul J. Hutson'82.
Despite the fact that the board is primarily filled with
alumni, Fairfield is able to avoid significant alumni
influence by appointing qualified people to these
positions rather than allowing alumni to petition for
the positions themselves, which had been the case at
Dartmouth.
Canepa said, "The Fairfield University Alumni
Association has no governing responsibility over
Fairfield."
"Their purpose is lively advance volunteerism,
contributions and attendance at Fairfield University
alumni events and other University activities and
to support and promote the goals and objectives of
Fairfield University," she added.
Students don't seem to be bothered with the lack
of say granted to alumni but agree that they should
Katie McCarthy/The Mirror
The Alumni House: A prominent building on campus is
be respected and kept informed about the state of
dedicated to Fairfield Alumni, though the alumni may not have
University affairs.
much actual influence on the campus.
"I think alumni opinions should be respected, but

they should definitely not be the deciding factor in any on
campus decision," said Brenton Roman '10.
Katie Neugebauer '08 is the co-president of the Student Alumni Association on campus.
"Our primary role is to plan various activities that
involve alumni on campus. Events like homecoming
weekend and student/alumni sports tournaments are
planned by us," she said
"We definitely don't discuss any decisions about
campus with the alumni; we just plan events like Alumni
weekend and encourage them to return to Fairfield," she
said.
"University-appointed people are on campus and
have a better idea what's going on, so I think its better
that they make decisions," said Craig Scoville '08.
Kyra Barre ' 11 shared similar feelings on the topic,
despite only being on campus for short while.
"Alumni should have about a 5 percent say in campus decisions because they're not on campus on a daily
basis," she said.
"Things are always changing," said Julie Ruggieri
' 10. "In order to make decisions, you have to be on campus to see what is happening."

Women break new ground on bottom floor of Regis Hall
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

Regis Hall may look the same from
the outside, but this year the inside has
been changed up. Women now occupy the
ground floor, a floor usually designated for
undergraduate men.
"It's different having girls on the
ground floor," said Michelle Gingras, a
Regis RA.
Gingras said she was "very surprised"
that the University moved females to the
ground floor.
"It's the first time I have seen girls on
the ground floor since I have been here,"
she said.
As to why the University moved the
women to the ground floor this year, Gingras
said that it was a result of there being more
girls than guys in the enrollment process.
Ophelie Rowe-Allen, area coordinator
for Regis said, "[Regis ground floor] is a
safe place to live and depending on student needs, we place students on all floors
throughout campus."
"The Residence Life would never place
a student in a place that is unsafe," she said.
"We house all students, regardless of sex, on
the ground floor across campus."
Rowe-Allen also said that the welltrained RA and additional safety training

play an important role in keeping the women close to the parking lot. Driscoll said that
"The RA told us to lock the doors and
safe.
over-crowding caused girls to be placed not go anywhere alone. The only time we
Extra measures have also been taken as on the formally all-male floor, which was have [the blinds] open is during the day,"
safety precautions.
originally supposed to be for males.
she said.
"Deb Cady has worked with Michelle
"I personally don't worry about it, I
"If we are changing or it's the night we
Gingras to make window stoppers for the probably should," she said.
shut the blinds," said Amendola.
windows that allow air to enter the room
but only allow the window to be opened
approximately four inches," said RoweAllen.
She said she hopes for the windows to
be installed in the next few weeks.
Todd Pelazza, director of Public
Safety, said, "Females have occupied the
ground floor of resident halls for some
time."
He said that the department encourages
those who live on the ground floor to keep
windows locked when not in the room.
Gingras said that there have been no
problems so far this year and it was the
easiest move in she's had in her two years
of being an RA.
Ground floor resident, Josephine
Amendola '11 said, "The priest who
lived on the other side [of the dorm] told
us that we were the first girls to live on a
ground floor."
"We are not by the parking lot like
some of the other rooms are," she said.
Jack McNamara/The Mirror
Katrine Driscoll'll lives in a room Grounded: Some female members of the class of 2011 now live on the bottom floor of Regis.
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New media gets new look with point system:
Participation outside of classroom to add experience to major
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

Students of the new media program
will now have to complete a total of 10 technical points of participation each semester,
in addition to their previous curriculum.
Fr. Jim Mayzik, director of the new
media program, said that the program is following the theater department in its installment of technical points. The points can be
achieved by participation in such programs
as the Ham Channel and short films.
Lynne Porter, associate professor of
theater, said the point system was put in
place to "monitor engagement with the
technical end of theatre [and] to introduce
our students to all aspects of theatre, both in
coursework and in Theatre Fairfield."
She said the points system in use requires that "students do sufficient backstage
work," but that it is not considered excess
work. Rather, it will give majors hands-on
experience and divide equally the workload
among new media majors.
"It is to encourage kids that come to us
senior year and tell us 'I wish that I had just
joined the Ham channel,'" said Mayzik.
The process also touches on the classic model of Jesuit education in which it
encourages holistic efforts in everything
that students do.
"Part of the Jesuit education is that
the professor needs to know the student,"
Mayzik said.
He went on to say that the program is
designed "to give them an experience and

to have some time to reflect."
Of the 90 students who are film majors, about two-thirds are already actively
involved, according to Mayzik.
"If someone is not into film it may discourage them, but you have to be involved
to learn film," he said.
"The biggest problem we have is one
kid will be actively involved and then they
have all these other kids that help them
and they get bored after an hour of helping
them," said Mayzik.
"And with the theater kids they have
to go to work every single night, night after
night," he said.
Film major Patrick Hendrickson'10
praised the new system for the experience
it provides.
"If you major in [new media] then
you should enjoy it enough to experience
it outside of class," he said.
"I think that there are so many great
opportunities in the Media Center that this
program will not drive those [students]
away," said Hendrickson. "I think it might
benefit them even if they don't realize it."
Hendrickson also said that the program's abundance of new equipment makes
it easy for students to complete the 10 required technical points each semester.
"I worked from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. at
Stagstock operating the camera for the Ham
Channel," he said. "For nine hours of work
I got five points, and it was enjoyable."
"Its even better [than class] because it
is the actual experience."
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Senior Capstones - Film
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"Hands-on learning helps but I don't
think you should necessarily be forced to
do things," said Eric San George '10.
New media majors that registered as
freshmen now have to complete the 10
points.
"I didn't find out about it until our
majors meeting," said San George.
"The class is able to teach us these
things and if you want to do these things
outside of class, then great," said San
George, who agreed with Mayzik and
Henderson about the advantage that the
system encourages students to do handson work.

"People should sign up for the Ham
Channel because they want to," said San
George, "not because they have to get
points."
"Part of the reason I came to Fairfield
was you could use the equipment when ever
you want as a freshman," he added.
San George said he is unsure as to
whether the program would turn away
potential film majors. He said that his
decisions may have been different had
these rules been in effect before he came
to Fairfield.
"If I was a freshman now I would'be
pissed," said San George.
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Campus crime beat:
Stolen panties. If found please contact Public Safety.
cident occurred between two cars
in the Canisius faculty lot. There
were no injuries.

BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

Tuesday, Sept 11
8:59 a.m. A motor vehicle accident occurred at Alumni Hall. No
injuries occurred.

11:02 p.m. Students were found
in possession of drug paraphernalia at
the townhouses. Students were referred
to judicial.

7:46 p.m. A motor vehicle accident occurred in the parking lot
behind Canisius. The accident involved two vehicles, and no injuries
occurred.

1:55 a.m. A student was found
vandalizing Regis Hall.
4:44 p.m. A theft was reported in
Dolan Hall. A student reported laundry
missing from the laundry room. Any
one with information is asked to please
contact Public Safety.

10:17 p.m. Students were charged
with a narcotics violation, which resulted in a subsequent arrest. The
students were found in the Japanese
Gardens.

Wednesday, Sept. 12
1:38 a.m. A parking permit was
stolen.

Sunday, Sept. 16

7:10 a.m. A littering violation
occurred in the Kelley Center parking
lot. The student was asked to pick up
the item.

12:40 a.m. A non-student was
uncooperative and removed from
campus.

Friday, Sept. 14
4:49 a.m. A student filed a report
of receiving harassing phone calls in
a residence hall. The incident is under
investigation.
Saturday, Sept. 15

Thursday, Sept. 13
4:53 a.m. A motor vehicle ac-

student who was accused was later
referred to judicial.

5:43 p.m. A road sign was reported being knocked down in front
ofMcAuliffeHall.

11:04 p.m. A narcotics violation
at the townhouses resulted in an arrest. The students were referred to
judicial.

8:59 p.m. The Fairfield Fire Department was called to the townhouses
to conduct a carbon monixide test. The
checks proved negative.
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1:01 a.m. A student reported being threatened by another student. The

5:28 a.m. A stop sign was found
ripped out of the ground on the corner
of Weber & Lynch Street. It was later
found in the woods down the street.
5:51 p.m. A student was charged
with a narcotics violation. It resulted in
an arrest, and the student was referred
to judicial.
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Senate in session:
Speed bumps, computer repairs, helicopters on campus
These are just some of the scintillating topics discussed at this week's FUSA Senate meeting
BY ALIYA ROGINIEL

•

•

•

•

•

A student's car recently bottomed out
because of a speed bump by the Dolan
School of Business. There was an overall
agreement among Senate members that
it should be lowered to prevent further
driving accidents.
Senator Nazar Kamenchenko ' 10
expressed his frustration with the lack
of professional
computer service,
suggesting that
certified Apple and
Dell technicians be
present on campus.
It was noted that
there are certified
technicians, but
Kamenchenko was
not satisfied.
Co-chair of
Academics Dan
Lamendola '09 questioned the size of
the track in Lessing Field, remarking
that the size was larger than standard,
and, therefore, not a "legitimate" track.
The Senate was soon informed that Mr.
Lessing, the donor of the track, needed the
room to land his helicopter. Lamendola
suggested Fairfield build a helicopter pad.
An announcement by FUSA President
and Senate Vice President John Daly '08
regarding tickets to the Presidential Ball,
on sale Sept. 17. FUSA members would
receive a discount, which doesn't apply to
"gentlemen callers" or "lady friends."
Lamendola brought up students' concern

for the enforcement of Fairfield's cell
phone rules. All teachers should turn off
their cell phones for class. Public Safety
has also brought up the issue.

MEET THE SENATDRS

It was suggested that Faculty evaluations
should be featured on WebCT. This
conflicts, however, with "professional
surveys," which teachers want filled out
during class. FUSA is also going to be
involved in creating student surveys, such
as polling how many people actually read
the student handbook.
• Senator Tim Rich '08
suspended the rules
for voting on a new
Chair of Senate and
then remembered the
position was already
filled, by himself. A new
Secretary of Senate,
Emily Arouth '08, was
nominated and received
the position.
The FUSA Senate Survey was introduced
with a comment by Nazar Kamenchenko
'10 of "nice layout." Rich expressed his
pride at having made the survey doublesided.

John Daly '08, Seriate vice president, declared
that FUSA members will receive a discount on tickets to the Presidential Ball, excluding "gentlemen
callers" and "lady friends."

Tim Rich '08 is Chair of Senate, though his title
momentarily escaped his memory at Sunday's
meeting.

Senator Rob Fitzgerald '08 addressed
students' inquiry about having a laundry
service through the bookstore, adding that
"...students are lazy."
Lamendola suggested that doublesided name tags should be circulated.
Other senators dissented, though they
realized that students occasionally
become confused with even their own
names.

Dan Lamendola '09, co-chair of academics,
took an active part in Sunday's meeting, questioning the size of Lessing Field and suggesting
double-sided name tags.

Dr. 06824: A Fairfield student's foray into medicine
Stamford Hospital. To attain it, he was required to write an essay to the director
of surgery explaining why he wanted to
It's one thing to watch McDreamy and
participate in the program. Applicants
McSteamy perform surgery on television.
also needed to have a 3.0 GPA or better
But for one Fairfield student, this past sumto participate.
mer brought about a real-life crash course
"There were three other students.
in the medical field.
I
was
the youngest participant in the
Chris Lacerenza ' 11, a biology magroup," said Lacerenza. "Two were
jor, participated in Stamford Hospital's
going into their junior years of college,
first surgical externship program for
and one just graduated from college
students interested in pursuing a medithis past spring."
cal degree.
Lacerenza, who is also a certified
The two-week intensive program gave
EMT, is now confident that he will purfour students the
sue a career in medicine. Lacerenza's
opportunity to see
grandfather is a retired anesthesiolo"My grandfather has stressed the fact that getting into
what life is like for
gist.
a third-year medi- medicine is no easy task; it takes years of hard work and perse"My grandfather has stressed the
verance to succeed," said Lacerenza of his grandfather, a retired
cal student.
fact that getting into medicine is no
"Each extern anesthesiologist.
easy task; it takes years of hard work
was assigned to a
and perseverance to succeed," said
specific resident
Lacerenza.
and surgical service," said Lacerenza. were surgical clinics run by the residents
Katie
McCarthy/The
"After seeing my enthusiasm as a
"There were four different services: gen- and one attending doctor. These clinics
Glimpse
into
reality:
Chris
Lacerenza
'11
participant
in this externship, he [Laeral, vascular, colorectal and trauma. I were for either pre-operative or post-opparticipated
in
a
medical
externship
this
summer
cereza's
grandfather]
realized just how
was on the general surgical service but erative patients who lacked insurance,"
at
Stamford
Hospital.
Lacerenza
was
able
to
serious
I
am
about
pursuing
medicine
observed at least one surgery in each of he said.
observe surgeries and attend lectures.
as a career," he said.
Lacerenza heard about the externthe other services."
BY ANNA PAPACHRISTOS

Work days began at 5:45 a.m. for the
externs, who were to report for rounds that
began at 6 a.m. After an hour of rounds,
externs spent the rest of the day observing
different surgeries.
If they were not observing, they spent
their time reading up on upcoming classes
or attending lectures.
"By four o'clock in the afternoon,
most of the scheduled cases were finishing
and afternoon rounds would take place,"
said Lacerenza.
"On Tuesdays and Thursdays, there

ship in late June while volunteering at
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Apathy abounds at Fairfield:
Lack of political interest on campus inspires new efforts
BY KATIE BARRY

Fairfield University is renowned
for many things. However, its political activism is not usually one of
them.
Allegations of political apathy
have long plagued the Fairfield student body.
There are often various reasons
given, but many students agree:
Fairfield students are not politically
active.
"It just doesn't seem that Fairfield
fosters political involvement," said
Caitlin Rose '08. "Maybe it is because students already come from
politically inactive homes or areas,
but it is also not prevalent or reinforced on campus."
However, politics professor
John Orman thinks Fairfield's
apathy is far from unique.
"Fairfield students are as
active as all other American university students," he said. "But
American University students
aren't that political."
While some students may not
deem themselves political, it may
be because they separate global
events from the political sphere.
Michelle Onofrio '11 said she is
not politically conscious, but she does
stay on top of world issues.
"I do know some problems that
are going on in the world right now.
For example, Somalia'government is
corrupt - action needs to be taken to
change that," she said.
Hence, when tragedies and events
may bring about a desire to help and
volunteer for change, they may not
spark political commitment.
But regardless of whether Fairfield's lack of political activism is
common throughout the country, students and faculty alike are attempting
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to raise awareness and involvement
throughout the University.
The main goal of clubs such as
College Democrats and College Republicans is to foster political action
around Fairfield.
Frank Fraioli '08, president of
College Democrats, agrees that political apathy is a major obstacle but one
he hopes to overcome.
"The problems with motivating
students are universal to both clubs,
though the College Republicans historically have a bigger base to work
from, so they generally have it easier,"
said Fraioli.
"However, that doesn't mean that
they have necessarily been able to
transfer that large base into tangible
gains as they did in years past," he

apathy both inside and outside the
classroom.
As part of her introduction to
feminist thought course, students are
required to fulfill a service-learning
requirement, which involves political
action within the community.
"It's an attempt to get students
to think about actions outside of the
Fairfield University community, to
not let what they learn stop inside the
classroom," she said.
In addition, she is working to
organize a group of students, faculty
and staff to attend a war protest on
Oct. 27 in New York City, arguing
that political apathy has, in part, led
to apathy about the war in Iraq.
"Students need to get out of their
little community," Boryczka added,
"because when they go out into
the world they will more likely
want to stay involved."
Christopher Staysniak
'10, president of Students for
Social Justice on campus,
agreed with Boryczka.
"I think Fairfield students
for the most part do care about
innumerable issues ranging
from global warming, to poverty, to you name it," he said.
Contributed Photo
"But I think when you live
said.
in a bubble as isolated and detached
"The College Democrats are from reality as this campus can be,
hoping to do a variety of awareness sometimes it's hard to get truly pasevents and information campaigns as sionate about an issue to the point
the year goes on," Orman said, adding where you throw your actions behind
that the spring presidential primaries it through some form of activism or
will probably garner interest.
political involvement," he said.
In addition, he hopes to hold a
Aimee Trainor '08 thinks that efdebate between the College Republi- forts to motivate students to become
cans and Democrats to increase atten- more interested in politics may be
tion and student participation.
futile.
Faculty members are also work"I think it is great that people are
ing to help Fairfield overcome the working together on important issues
stereotype.
like politics and the war, but unfortuProfessor of politics Jocelyn nately I think a lot of students still just
Boryczka is attempting to battle simply wont care," she said.
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Faculty dorms
draw mixed
student reviews
CONTINUED FROM P. 1

building.
At West Virginia, a new residence hall opened last
August that provides housing for 350 students and has a multimedia theater, a library and resident faculty members.
Loyola Hall at Fairfield is a similarly structured building, formed through a grant by the Lilly Foundation that
allowed the University to create a large commons area
with a television and areas for study.
There are multiple Jesuit faculty members who reside
here along with the students.
A.J. Piper '08 lived in Loyola as a member of the
Ignatian Residential College and now serves as an RA
there.
He said he believes that a program that is the same
as the Ignatian program would be beneficial to any
university.
"If the program is identical, it would be a benefit
to expand it," Piper said. "It fosters a community
that provides students with an exceptional level of
comfort, evoking honest self-expression and personal
growth."
"Beyond that, our program helps academically because you take courses with students living with you and
the professors have a strong relationship with the community. A living and learning residential college is a great
asset," he added.
Jenny Mingus ' 10, who also lives in Loyola, said that
the programs from the Ignatian Residential College should
not be extended throughout the campus.
"I love Loyola so far, but I feel like the reason Loyola
is so great is because it is designed for students who apply and take it seriously," said Mingus. "Around campus
others may not take it so seriously."
Chris Gardner '10 said he would not like faculty to
live in dorms.
"We already have a housing problem, so it would
not help to have faculty living in dorms," said Gardner.
"Plus, it would be hard to live with faculty in the building; it wouldn't be like living next door to other college
students."

Flying Dish arrives on time in Fairfield
BY RACHEL BREAN

The Flying Dish is landing in Fairfield
and is returning from an international journey
of food hunting, bringing back recipies from
all over the world.
Fairfield's newest restaurant, the Flying
Dish, is located at 1125 Post Road in the Patriot National Bank complex. The all-natural,
free-range menu is a combination of traditional favorites and global flavors.
Open for breakfast, lunch, weekend
brunch or dinner, the restuarant goes by the
motto of being "fresh, fun and fast."
The Flying Dish's owner, Mita Spilo,
spent a month researching Fairfield and the
thing that drew her in the most was Fairfield
University and Sacred Heart University's
commitments to education, learning and
good health.
Spilo left her previous career as a Wall
Street manager on a trading desk after 15
years because she wanted to build roots in
her community and, as a mother, felt a need
for families to have a nutritious, fast, cultural
experience when eating out.
A huge proponent of education, Spilo
paid for her own education at New York
University by working days and attending
class at night.
She remembers a business professor
who gave her class their first book, a nutrition guide. Initially confused by it, Spilo

now stresses to college students that to be a
leader you have to support yourself with a
healthy body.
"I've done pizza slices on my way to
class and I remember too that they were
only $1.50 across from N.Y.U., but now I
understand that what you put into your body
will affect your behavior and your outlook,"
said Spilo.
"Yes, our menu is healthy and natural,
but we also understand that price and value
are what college students are looking for,"
she said.
The Flying Dish's breakfast menu includes burritos, eggs, sandwiches, yogurt
parfaits, oatmeal, fresh fruit and bakery items.
The express area, where customers can order
take-out all day, has five varieties of panini
sandwiches and a number of salads. This includes the restaurant's Signature Three Scoop
Salad, which is a spring mix served with the
choice of three kinds of salads such as tuna,
egg, roasted potato or vegetarian couscous.
The dinner menu features reasonable
selections from a hearth oven, including pizza
and pasta.
Happy hour is Mondays through Thursdays from 4-7 p.m. and offers premium beer
on tap for $3 and free chef appetizers.
The Flying Dish is one of the few
bars in Fairfield that also serves sangria, a
Spanish blend of fruit, rum, red wine and
juice that is only $4 during happy hour.

Jess Mitchell/The Mirror

The Flying Dish: A new restaurant on Post Road serves fresh and healthy food
and is open for breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Each month, the restaurant will be
showcasing food from a different country,
preparing authentic dishes, showing images
of countries on their TVs and playing ethnic
music.
This month, the restuarant is celebrating
Mexico, and international celebrations for
the near future include Japanese and Native
American cuisine.
The Flying Dish accepts the StagCard

and offers a 10 percent discount to students.
Breakfast is served Monday through
Friday from 7-11 a.m. and weekend brunch
is from 8 a.m.-2 p.m. Lunch is served everyday from 11 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Dinner is served
Monday through Thursday from 4:30-9:30
p.m., Friday and Saturday from 4:30-10:30
p.m., and Sunday from 4:30-9 p.m. For information, call 259-3500 or check out www.
flyingdish.com.
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Study: Gaming roommates
negatively impact GPA
(TJ-WIRE)

much is the question, and we found that
it's pretty substantial. For example, our reA study released last week by the sults show that a student can make up for a
National Bureau of Education found fairly substantial deficit in college entrance
that first-year students
exams scores by
studying an extra
whose roommates
bring video game conhour a day."
soles to school study
Although exless and, consequently,
cessive video game
have lower GPAs than
playing can be a
students without the
problem, Stinedistraction.
brickner said that
Tim Holmes,
he does not believe
video games should
University of Illinois
junior, does not play
be banned and that
students should
video games but had
a roommate last year
continue to play
them in moderation
who would play up to
18 hours per day.
— as long as they
Contrary to the
find time to study
Photo Illustration by Katie McCarthy
study's findings, Holmas well.
es never felt compelled
"It really is
to play the games.
worth trying to find
However, his roommate's habit of that extra hour a day to study," he said. "It
vocally playing them during both day and can make a big difference."
night made Holmes unable to concentrate
Sue Herbert, coordinator of the acaand sleep well in his room. Whenever he demic skills program at the Counseling
needed to study, he traveled to a friend's Center, said that many students feel video
games are one of their main sources of
apartment or a library.
"Instead of spending 20 minutes to get procrastination. To prevent video games
on a bus or to walk back, it would have been from taking away time for studying,
easier to just stay in my room and get work Herbert suggests that students learn time
done," Holmes said.
management skills.
Holmes believes his grades were im"Putting together a 'to-do' list is the
pacted by his old roommate's habits.
best thing students can do," Herbert said.
"If I had enough sleep going into an "They should assign specific times to finish
BY MEGAN KELLY
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Educational opportunity for all can be realized
through dedicated and talented teachers.

Those who say it can't be done

are usually interrupted

by others doing it.
- JAMES BALDWIN

"Although excessive video game playing can be a
problem, Stinebrickner said that he does not believe
video games should be banned and that students
should continue to play them in moderation
— as long as they find time to study as well."
exam, and if I were able to use my room
to cram for tests and to do homework, I
think I would have done better (last year),"
Holmes said.
Todd Stinebrickner, one of the authors
of the paper and associate professor of
economics at the University of Western
Ontario, said many college students begin
playing video games because they are overexposed to the activity and their grades can
suffer from it.
"Everyone knows studying matters to
some extent," Stinebrickner said. "How

what they want to accomplish and be sure
to prioritize."
Priscilla Fortier, associate director
and coordinator of academic services at
the Office of Minority Student Affairs,
believes that students who frequently play
video games should add regular activities
to their schedule.
"I would encourage students to get a
10-hour-per-Week job," Fortier said. "It
really helps put the structure into their lives
that might be missing when they go away
to school for the first time."
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Kicking and screaming for
Fairfield men?s soccer
The campus is talking, and it's talking soccer.
The men's soccer team beat cross-state rival Yale
University in a 1-0 victory in front of approximately 800
fans. Students adorned in red Fairfield attire stretched
across the length of Lessing Field, allowing the event
to hold its ground against the Saturday night drinking
culture.
The University may not have a football team, but it
now has a strong "futbol" team, whose weekend night
games under bright stadium lights successfully drew
students to campus to display their school spirit.
Anyone present at the game could echo Coach Rees's
sentiment that the crowd played a major role in the
athletes' performance. In a close 1-0 game, everything
comes into play, and the Red Sea not only showed up but
crashed a tidal wave on Yale.
School pride is something this campus has severely
lacked in recent years, but perhaps things are finally
heading back toward the good old days of the notorious
Red Sea.
The soccer team's success can pay colossal dividends for the University; the competition for national
recognition and a run through the NCAA not only could
increase admissions but also draw people to our campus
in support of athletics.
Though the team lost key seniors at graduation and
dropped from its original No. 17 NSC A A ranking, it is
still in a position to make a legitimate name not only for
itself, but for the University as a whole. The team has
recruited its way back into the spotlight, and this season
can be one for Fairfield's highlight reel.
In recent years, the basketball team has been garnering the most attention and fans. However, we now
have soccer, along with women's volleyball and men's
lacrosse, sharing this spotilight and hopefully building
upon it.
Success for the athletic community is one that must
be achieved both by those who are on the field and those
who take their seats in the stands.
The powerful Stag pride, accompanied by athletic
prowess, that was evident at this opening home game
should only be the beginning. We can only hope that this
positive turnout becomes the norm, rather than what it is
now - a rarity.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board.
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirrormanagement@gmail.com
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Tales of the traffic: Bad driving in CT
BILL KLUMP
WEB MANAGING EDITOR

I'm from Philly and I've never claimed to be the
best driver in the world, but having spent the last
year driving around Connecticut, I know I'm not
the worst.
Drivers here range from overly aggressive but afraid
to go 15 miles over the speed limit, to afraid to drive and
completely clueless about common courtesy and basic
road signs. There is almost no happy medium.
Let's start off with the four-way stop sign. They appear on almost every corner in Fairfield, yet the people
who live here act like they have never seen one.
Here's a situation that came up this weekend. I roll
up to a stop sign trying to turn left, but it's the middle of
the afternoon and there are cars at all four stop signs.
Normally this should be no problem; whoever got
there first goes, so I wait for maybe three cars.
Instead, people seem to think that I automatically
go last and almost hit me because six cars just pull out
into the intersection, completely disregarding the fact
that I was already there.
Though this could have technically been an isolated
incident, I assure you that it isn't. I've seen three cars
going in the same direction on a back road because they
were going in three different directions.
Connecticut drivers also seem to think that turning
right automatically gives you the right of way. Every
time I go through a stop sign in Connecticut, I'm actually surprised that I don't get sideswiped.

Then there are the turn signals. How hard is it for
you to flick your wrist and give me some warning that
you're going to slam on the breaks and have me almost
rear-end you? Even though it is technically my fault,
do you really want to endure the hassle?
Moving past the little things, I'm sure that if 1-95
was under construction for the last 40 years in Pennsylvania, I would have trouble driving on highways too.
But, because it hasn't been, I'm here to tell you that
you drive far too slow.
I don't necessarily need to be driving 90 mph all
the time, but it would be nice to go more than 12 miles
over the speed limit in the left lane.
Who's going 40 mph on a major highway anyway?
What ever happened to survival of the fittest? If you're
going 40 on 1-95, you deserve whatever you get.
And please, give me some real increase in speed as
you change from the right to the left lane. Why would
the left lane be going the same speed as everyone else
when the road is empty? It's called a passing lane,
people. If you aren't going faster than the person next
to you, you might as well just slow down and get in
line behind him.
And while you're behind him, please try not to
engage in Connecticut's favorite pastime: tailgating.
Nobody drives fast, but everyone seems to think it's
appropriate to drive within inches of my bumper. Riding
completely up my ass isn't going to magically make the
cars in front of me disappear. If I could be going faster,
odds are I would.
I've heard all of the arguments for Connecticut
drivers and against the rest of the world. I'm always
hearing that the population is too dense and there's too
much traffic to drive properly.
Honestly, no. If that were true, then every person
who isn't from Connecticut would have disagreed with
my constant anger. Instead, everyone agrees that the target of our scorn is one and only: Connecticut drivers.

Thursday Blog
Specials

"Beltway Banter"

"Chattin' with Chapin"

Christopher
Haliskoe looks at
the University's reaction to the
student loans issue.

Andrew Chapin talks about the
lack of a drunk bus at Fairfield.

Check out mirrorcommentary.
blogspot.com
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Show me the money? One student's struggle with financial aid
BY GLENN GHIRARDI

Every year, students are
given financial aid packages based on estimations
as to how much money they
might happen to have.That's
right, rather than having their
bases rooted in straight financial
facts, student financial aid packages are assessed through a system of assumptions and educated
guesses.
Instead of using the numbers
submitted through FAFS A paperwork, the financial aid offices,
or at least those at Fairfield, use
numbers from families' tax reports to calculate how much aid
students really "deserve."
It is a dubious and, more
importantly, inaccurate way of
determining student grants.
Before school let out last
semester, I received an estimate
telling me that there were no
changes to my financial aid
package.
Two weeks into summer, I
received a letter telling me that
the $9,000 was cut.
I was significantly affected
by these major changes made in
the financial aid package I was
granted this academic year. By
significantly affected I mean that
$9,000 per year was cut from my
need-based grant money. I am already taking out loans to help pay
for my education at Fairfield.
With the cuts factored in, my

college career became $27,000
more expensive. Needless to say
I was, and still am, not happy
about it.
I decided
that I was not
going to accept
this injustice
without fighting
back.
Last week, I had a
meeting with Kim Droniak, a counselor in the
Financial Aid office to,
at the very least, find
out why the changes
were made. Droniak was
a great person and was
more than willing to help
me understand and correct the situation.
Regardless of who
works in the office, however,
the system is still flawed and a
few good people won't make
it right.This meeting not only
informed me as to how and why
my aid changed, but also led me
to the discovery of some shocking truths about the structure of
financial aid decisions.
Up until this moment, I
had thought that the FAFSA
was the final word on financial
aid. It made sense if my family reported to the University
that we had a certain amount of
money, then my aid would be
based off of that. In retrospect
this ignorance could have killed
my bank account. The majority

of student aid money is actually
determined by estimations that
are „ calculated from interest
gained from savings
accounts, or at least
that's how they figured out my aid.
Meanwhile, my
family reported through
my FAFSA that we have
$100,000 dollars to contribute for the next three years of
my education.
I should have told the
school to pick a number
between one and one million and use that to number
to figure it out.
What they did next was
look at how much money was
gained from interest accrewed
by my family's savings accounts. These interest earnings
from seven different accounts
totaled approximately $16,000.
This number then had a
general interest rate applied to it
that they think we might be earning on these savings accounts.
They may as well have made up
numbers to figure out how much
financial aid I actually needed.
Oh wait, they did.
With these assumptions in
place, they calculated my estimated amount of money came
to be closer to a total $400,000.
Not only was my family basically
accused of lying about how much
money we had, this money was
also determined to be $300,000

more than it really was.
Instead of looking into the
numbers of the situation to see if
there was a mistake somewhere,
Fairfield went with the numbers
that they assumed I had and thus
cut my aid.
There was never any explanation involved, just a letter in the
middle of the summer telling me
that I could afford to pay another
$9,000 every year for the next
three years.
The only helpful information
in this letter was the phone number for the financial aid office in
person. I showed up in person and
settled the situation with some
help from Ms. Droniak.
Today everything is a business. Unfortunately the cutthroat, business mindset extends
into areas of higher education.
Colleges are here to educate and
form young minds.
They're also here trying to
get as much money as possible,
even if this means leaving some
unfortunate students drowning in
debt after graduation.
I believe the financial aid
scandal between Fairfield and the
College Board is a fair representation of this fact. The formula for
determining a student's financial
aid package is an even better
representation of this fact.
It is a wise business decision
to try and gain as much money
from customers as possible.
It is a poor business decision

to piss off those same customers.
I had my issues resolved and
recovered some of my financial
aid, but it took a significant effort
on my part to do so. There are
people out there willing to help,
but as students, we need to take
the initiative when it comes to
our finances.
The system is flawed and
inequitable; something has to
give.
As students we are given
opportunities to help ourselves.
Financial aid is one of those opportunities to take more control
of where our money goes before it's
too late. Take advantage of that.

Illustrations by Timo Wilson/The Mirror

Words from the Web:
What online readers thought about the financial aid dilemma
Headline does not von Arx gets off easy
tell the entire story
First, let me say
that I disagree with the
headline writer on this
editorial.
What Fairfield did
was not criminal. It was,
however, a poor judgment and unethical.
The incident and
administration's reaction are hardly in sync
with the Arrupean Jesuit,
"Men for others."
Fairfield has a responsibility to its customers (students) to seek
out the most competitive
rates for student loans.
I was very disheartened to read this story
because the individuals hurt most are the
very same who need
Fairfield's support the
most.
The worst part of
this story is not even the
actions of the admissions officer who took
Amelia Island on a trip
to Florida.
It was Father von
Arx's apparent dodging
of the issue.
Father von Arx is

a man of integrity and
values. He is better than
his actions speak here.
He should have come
out and given full disclosure.
This situation would
have provided an excellent chance for him
to show the University
community that we have
no room for anything but
the highest of standards.
I graduated in May. I
work for one of the largest finance companies in
the world.
We are consistently
reminded by upper management as well as peers
that we must do everything with integrity.
If we don't follow
the spirit (ethics) and letter (law) of the organization than there is no point
in hitting our numbers.
Fairfield could learn
from them.
-2007 Business
school graduate
s

See fairfieldmirror.
com for last week's news
story.

Bravo!
Professor Lisa Newton should have a semester's
worth of lectures on this ethics fiasco.
Next time, von Arx should hire a PR firm because
he stumbled badly with his dumb newspaper quotes
and television appearances; i.e. everyone was doing
it, quite frankly.
Dumb, Dumb, Dumb.
von Arx is smart — book-wise — but has NO
street smarts. Very sad.
-1985 graduate

Get over yourselves
Please, let's not overreact.
The editorial states
that if College Board
wasn't the best lender,
then, we are "unknowingly plunging deeper
into debt."
Do you know how
much deeper? Federal
law caps interest rates
on federal student loans
at 6.8 percent.
The worst any
Fairfield student could
do would be 6.8 percent,
not 19 percent or 28 percent or break-your-knees
50 percent.
And the best you
could?

Meaning the best
rate out there from other
lenders.
Maybe 5 or 5.8 percent if you pay electronically and don't miss a
payment.
And that lender may
not have the best reputation for service.
Finally, why shouldn 't
the University leverage
the loan volume lenders
are getting on their campuses to get discounts
on software. Sounds like
good common sense to
me.
Get off your high
horse.
- Alex Hamilton

Letter to the editor:
The Mirror missed the story

To the Editor:
I am concerned that recent
Mirror coverage about the Financial Aid Code of Conduct
does not reflect the true story.
Fairfield has a clear and
documented competitive bidding process for lenders to
appear on its preferred lender
list.
The four bidders with the
lowest interest rates and the best
student benefits were chosen
from a group of nine bids.
Fairfield University received discounts from a software provider who was also
chosen as a preferred lender.
Two important points need
to be made here:
First, the discounts had
nothing to do with the bidding
process or the software provider's selection to the preferred
lender list.
Second, the discounts assisted the University in reducing its costs, which in turn

benefited students.
At issue was the fact that
Fairfield did not disclose the
discounts to students seeking
financial aid, but in our judgment, it was not relevant to
the choice of the provider as a
preferred lender.
At the request of the Connecticut Attorney General,
Fairfield University will contribute the discounts received
into its financial aid pool.
Further, Fairfield University and other members of the
Connecticut Conference of
Independent Colleges (CCIC)
worked with the Attorney General's office to draft a Financial
Aid Code of Conduct for Connecticut institutions.
Fairfield fully supports
the Code, which reflects sound
business practices and will provide reassurance to students and
families seeking financial aid.
It is unfortunate that these
facts did not appear in your
coverage.
Sincerely,
Judith Dobai, associate
vice president for enrollment
management
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Personal finance 101: Can kids keep cash in their pocket?
Raising GPAs and lowering credit scores
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

College is the best four years of your
life. But let's be honest, everything comes
with a price.
When everyone talks about the price
of college they talk about the $33,000 a
year tuition costs. Yet, they sometimes forget the spending cash that goes into your
pocket only to come right back out.
If a student applies to six colleges,
that adds up to about $300 in application
fees, according to an article in USA Today.
That's $300 just to throw your line into the
water. While there is no guarantee that an
18-year-old student will get into a school,
there is one application that has an almost
a 100 percent approval rate.
Credit cards.
Students rack up an average of $2,200
in credit card debt over the course of four
years, according to Nellie Mae, provider
of student loans.
Last year a credit card company went
as far as to slip "Free Subway 6' Sandwich" coupons under doors of resident
halls. Consumers could go to Subway,
present their StagCard and register for a
credit card.
Credit card companies attack college campuses like seagulls at the beach
because they know teenagers living away
from home for the first time are easy
targets.
Now everyone knows where the
money really goes. College students invest
large amounts of money into the destruction of their livers.
The weekly trip to the package store
can cost an average of $17.31 in alcohol
according to the Core Institute, which
surveys college drinking practices.
And that's for students who don't
smoke cigarettes. Cancer sticks can run
about $5 a pack. If you go through four
packs a week, you're up to $20.
Not all of the money in a college student's pocket is spent on vices, however.
The $200-$300 in books each semester
is expected. But what goes unnoticed are
those hidden fees that add up just like a
credit card.
A professor takes the liberty of printing off the needed materials and hits you

up for $ 10. Another professor tells you that
you need to register for a Web site, and
you're down another $30 or so.
St. Ignatius Loyola traveled by foot
and horse, and that never really added up
for him. But if he took a cab from Campion
to the beach area, he is looking at $10 or
$20 round trip. Fairfield cabs show you all
of Fairfield.
But let's say that you
got your own ride, you
wouldn't have to get
docked for a taxi. Now
you're conducting gas money, which averages in the
greater Fairfield area
at $2.89. Let's
say you're filling up a tank
that's 1518 gallons,
that's $43.35
to $52.02.
Food expenses are another thorn
in the sides of college
students. I know that
Sodexo provides us
with meals that are
included, but there
is a reason why the
food is included ...
it sucks.
You can't live
on Sodexho alone,
and if you do, you
should make a documentary about it like that
guy in "Supersize Me."
But I am not here to
rip on Sodexho; we
have other writers for that. I'm
just saying that
you're looking at $30 in food
each week.
No matter how you look at it,
in order to enjoy these four years of bliss,
you're going to dish out the green and rack
up some debt.
If you're the average college student, then you spent anywhere from
$150.66 to $179.33 throughout this
column.

It's called thrifty, not cheap
BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

With the zip of a credit card, college
students seldom realize how much they actually spend. At a school like Fairfield, which
appeals to an affluent demographic, competition to keep up with the latest fashion and
pop culture trends is nothing new. However,
a great amount of a student's (or more likely,
their parents') money goes to items that they
only think they need.
A July 2006 study by the
Alloy Media & Marketing
Group found that U.S.
college students have
$182 billion in spending power. Another
2006 "Back-toCollege" spending survey by the
National Retail
Federation found
that students nationwide spent
$36.6 billion to return
to campus. Of that robust
spending power, very little
of it is spent on studies.
In short, students
spend too much money.
Where does the money
Besides social engagements, student funds are spent
on gas, car insurance and cell
phone charges but more often on
unnecessary "stuff."
During speaking tours on his
book, "A Whole New Mind,"
author Daniel H. Pink states
that the self-storage industry is now a $17 billion business, much larger
than Hollywood. Essentially,
people do now know what to do with all of
their purchases.
People think the best solution to a bad
day is retail therapy. Buying a new wardrobe
or mass amounts of junk food may seem like
a temporary fix for a bad mood but it is not.
People often fall prey to sales, and bargain
shopping sometimes yields goods that are
eventually thrown away.
Although the number of landfills in the

U.S. is steadily declining, the Environmental
Protection agency reported in 2005, "U.S.
residents, businesses and institutions produced more than 245 million tons of MSW,"
or municipal solid waste, better known as
trash or garbage. This is nearly equivalent to
"4.5 pounds of waste per person per day."
Another question student consumers must
consider: Does spending equal happiness?
While the answer may be a resounding
"yes," the joy of the latest purchase may just
be temporary. Authors such as Pink discuss
the finding that "incomes [in the U.S.] have
risen dramatically since 1950 but satisfaction
has stayed the same."
Bigger bank accounts do not necessarily
translate into increased happiness.
The greatest solution to empty pockets
is to limit spending, which will also automatically decrease the amount of trash. The
capitalist mentality may find this statement
implausible, but it's worth a try.
With Fairfield's expensive education,
students should utilize what is built into their
tuition: use those Dining Dollars and StagBucks, but budget them. Take advantage of
student discounts if spending money is the
only option.
One of the greatest changes one can make
economically and environmentally is to not
drive as much. For some reason, students
at Fairfield seem to think walking is just to
get to and from classes. But try walking into
town; take a friend and the distance may not
seem as long.
The other option: ride the StagBus. Upperclassmen may shudder at this notion, but it
does work. It may require more flexibility in
order to be more available to the bus schedule,
but public transportation will save money. If
walking and the StagBus is too humiliating,
carpool with friends and drive less frequently.
Filling up at the pump may not be needed
as frequently if students schedule their time
and errands better.
College students should not feel the
pressure to spend money in order to fit in or
to combat homesickness. Saving money does
require a little more effort and creativity in distinguishing needs from wants. Students should
consider focusing their efforts on activities
that will give them invaluable happiness and
those that do not require a withdrawal from
the ATM.

Bouncing around: Responsibility reigns at townhouse social
BY JP PORRETTA
Junior year is an important year for students. Most of us
are 20 or 21, we are living in our own townhouses mgfjm
and are one step closer to going out into the real |
world. You would think the school administrators :,
would start treating us like adults. Not likely, but
if FUSA still claims to represent the studentstanything is possible.
So last Friday, residents living up at the
townhouses decided to throw ah all-day, studentrun party out on their quad. There was a moon
bounce, a make-shift water slide, a grill and some
boozing. And total surprise ... absolutely nothing
went wrong.
Yeah that's right, there was no fighting, no
confrontations, no injuries, no noise complaints.
Nothing.
Thanks to a group of girls living on the five
block, townhouse residents were given a chance
to relax after the long week and meet some of the
other students who will be their neighbors for the
Freaky
next few months.
Oddly enough, Public Safety didn't show up
once. Weird, but who's complaining? Everyone had a great
time, no thanks to FUSA.
Maybe this event should be an eye-opener to our buddies over there to start organizing something besides "bowling night" or yahtzee in the BCC. Everyone who showed

"This was the perfect example about how, if we are
given the freedom, nothing will go wrong," said Sean
Cribbin '09.
And he is right. I bet 95 percent of
the times Public Safety gets involved in
student affairs they deal with drinking or
alcohol possession. The event pulled off
on Friday just goes to show them that we
can control ourselves, so give us a chance
for once.
So, why doesn't the administration
trust us at all? They seem to take things
way out of proportion from time to time
and don't give our self-control enough
credit. Nine times out of 10, whenever
Public Safety is called upon to resolve
a situation, it ends up being blown completely out of proportion.
For example, if some freshman girl
is seen walking back to her room in Campion with the smell of beer lingering on
her breath, there is no need to send her to
Contributed Photo
the Health Center. Send her to bed. Not
Friday: Juniors kicking back at the townhouses like it's a Saturday.
only are you making that girl look like a
have a fun campus event? That just seems like a long time complete alcoholic, but you are also giving your own school
to me. And no, I didn't forget about the FUSA concerts. a terrible reputation.
We are more responsible than you think. For future
Bring a band that people actually still care about, and then
we'll talk. Other juniors who attended the event shared reference, let's see more trust, less Public Safety and more
moonwalk.
similar feelings.
up had a great time, and all it cost them was a measly buck
toward donations for the moonwalk rental.
Why should we have to wait until the end of April to

Editor: Marie Montgomery
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Alternate Routes are anything but 'ordinary'

Movies & T\7
Russian film series "The Barber
of Siberia" Sept. 20 in the library
room 101 at 6:45 p.m.
The third installment of "Resident
Evil Extinction" opens
nationwide Friday.
"Good Luck Chuck" opens
nationwide Friday. Dane Cook
tries to fight a curse and prevent
Jessica Alba from marrying
another man.
"Across the Universe" opens
nationwide Friday. See review on
p. 13.
"The Simpsons" returns for a
new season this Sunday at 8 p.m.
on FOX. See article on p. 15.
"Heroes" returns this Monday at
9 p.m. on NBC.

Concerts &
Performances
Ravenous opens Sept. 20 at 8
p.m. in the Wien Experimental
Theatre. Tickets are $5.
Latin jazz group Manchado will
perform tonight at Acoustic Cafe
at 9 p.m. Tickets are $5. The show
is for those ages 21 and up.
American Idols Live will play
at Harbor Yard tonight at 7 p.m.
Tickets start at $39.50.
The Federation will play at
Baxter's Friday at 10 p.m.
The Alternate Routes will play
the Quick Center at 8 p.m. this
Saturday. Tickets starting at $15.
Aerosmith will be at Mohegan
Sun Sept. 20 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets
start at $110.
So You Think You Can Dance
Live Tour will be at the Hartford
Civic Center on Sunday at 7:30
p.m. Tickets start at $37.50.
Hanson plays the Webster Theater
Monday at 7 p.m. Tickets are $25

Random
Make your own street signs
Friday at 6 p.m. in the BCC.
Send in your What's Happening
events to mirror.entertainment@
gmail.com.

Contributed Photo

Straight out of Fairfield: The Alternate Routes (Eric Donnelly '01, far left, and Tim Warren '03, middle) will be playing at the Quick Center.
BY LILY NORTON

It was not too long ago that Eric Donnelly
and Tim Warren were partying at Fairfield. Now,
the duo is a part of the rock band Alternate Routes,
and their music has been featured in such
places as the MTV reality show "The Hills."
The group's most recent album "Good and
Reckless and True" has enjoyed a nice showing on the music stage, and the group plans to
release a new album soon.
But fame hasn't stopped them from returning to their alma mater to perform at the Quick
Center this Saturday. And in preparation for the
anticipated event, The Mirror got the exclusive
on their rock 'n' roll lifestyle.
The Mirror: Do you feel disappointed that
a new CD hasn't been released?
Eric Donnelly: I wish we were in the
studio, but I think we all knew when starting up
the band that it would take some time to make a
career out of our passion. I wish we could make
more albums, but I understand that first you

need to know that people will buy your albums
before you put out money for them.
TM: What is your biggest goal?
Tim Warren: We want to have a big
enough fan base so we can tour when we want
to and make albums that matter to people. You
want people who will be with you and your
music for the long haul. We're in the middle
of finding those people, but once we get there,
we plan to tour as much as we can.

bands.
TM: Best party experience at Fairfield?
TW: The big party for me was always the
keg races. I liked the parties at Fairfield that
started early. I remember bumbling through
the day. I mean, since it was a beach town,
you could just hang out on the beach all day.
I remember specifically the night I turned 21,
and we had a big party at my house. Then, in
the morning we watched the sunrise.

TM: Tell me about your Fairfield experience.
ED: I graduated from Fairfield in 2001.1
grew up in Bridgeport, so it was very close, and
going to school in Fairfield was an interesting
experience. I enjoyed it a lot. I was a double
major in philosophy and music, and I ended up
getting along really well with the music staff at
Fairfield. That was a huge part of my Fairfield
experience.
TW: I finished in 2003. I was a business
major. I was very chill in college. I spent a lot
of time outside of Fairfield working on side

TM: Best touring experience?
ED: Most of the stuff that's going to go
down is just us being dorky. However, we have
had some crazy nights.
TW: I remember we played in Mobile,
Alabama, and we were opening at a messy bar.
We ended up staying out until 6 a.m. Next thing
I knew, I woke up on a tour bus in Birmingham,
Alabama, which is about three hours away. We
had to do a radio interview around 8 a.m. Needless to say, that was one of our most interesting
radio show performances ever.

A powerful history lesson from 'Ravenous
BY ANNA PAPACHRISTOS

It's a history lesson like no other. No
textbooks required.
This weekend, history comes to life with
the premiere of "Ravenous," an original work
co-directed and performed by Jon Leiseth, assistant professor in the department of visual
and performing arts. It will explore the rise and
fall of the six wives of Henry VIII.
The show, which runs from Sept. 20-22,
will be featured at 8 p.m. in the Wien Experimental Theatre at the Quick Center for the
Arts. It was initiated by Leiseth last fall.
The work primarily explores power, gender and survival. It is the result of an ensemblecreated collaboration the company worked on
in Minneapolis, Minn, this past summer.
Leiseth, having just finished another piece
about Henry VIII, began the project by e-mailing possible participants.
"I've always been fascinated by British
monarchy for some reason," said Leiseth. "I
had just come off of working on another piece
dealing with Henry VIII, and 1 just wasn't done
with the material."
Rehearsal began in July, taking place on
and off for seven weeks. Each cast member

came into rehearsals having
already researched a wife, then
used their knowledge to create
dozens of possibilities through
devising.
Devising is a theater method that produces a completely
original work that is not just
the sole creation of one writer,
but a collaboration amongst all
those involved with the piece.
"Since 'Ravenous' is an
example of a devised production - co-authored by the performers as opposed to a singular playwright
-1 see it as the perfect way to introduce my
work locally," Leiseth said in a press release
last month.
"I look forward to developing a professional ensemble-creation right here in the
Fairfield area, and my hope is that the show
will draw out potential future collaborators,"
he said.
The intent of the seven-member cast is to
please the king, whom they have designated
to be the audience, resulting in an unusual and
engaging dynamic.
The three performances will be the finale

?

to the weeklong "Ravenous"
residency, during which the
cast members will attend
theater classes, as well as
hold a workshop for Fairfield
theater students that will
focus on ensemble creation.
Each performance will also
be followed by an audience
talkback.
Leiseth also invited
Sarah Gatti '10, a Theatre
Fairfield member, to join the
company.
"Professor Leiseth asked me to join the
company and then told me about the Mary
Louise Larrabee grant, which they give out
to certain students majoring or minoring in
performing arts who want to do things over
the summer," said Gatti.
The Larrabee prize, which Gatti received,
provided her with the funds to spend the summer training and rehearsing with the ensemble
in Minneapolis. Minn.
Leiseth received funding through The
Humanities Institute of the College of Arts
and Sciences and Theatre Fairfield, making
the week-long residency possible.
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The numbers are in: West knocks out 50
BY WANDA SZAREK

How do music artists today
battle continuously-dropping
album sales? The answer is quite
simple: They get together, mastermind a feud and release their
highly-anticipated albums on the
same exact day.
Throw in a threat to retire if
one artist outsells the other, and
the world goes into frenzy.
Hip-hop titans Kanye West
and 50 Cent, in a stroke of business brilliance, released their albums " Graduation" and "Curtis"
respctively, on Tuesday, Sept. 11,
2007. 50 Cent even said that he
would retire if West outsold him
in the first week of their album
releases.
Both stars also appeared
on the cover of Rolling Stone
Magazine, on BET's 106 and
Park and MTV's Video Music
Awards, adding sparks to their
media feud.
According to Billboard estimates, West is predicted to sell
between 575,000 and 700,000
copies in his first week. On the
otherhand, 50 Cent may reach
550,000.
Both artists, however, have
hurdles to overcome before the
sales are finalized.
"I don't think it's helped 50
that many of these pre-release
singles that have come out have
fizzled on the charts right away,"
Jonathan Cohen, Billboard's
senior editor, told the Associated
Press. "There were street date
changes.
"It has not been a good
run-up to this record for him,"
he said.

The comic
boy's back
for more
COMIC BOOK BOY
MICHAEL FISCHETTI

Photo Illustration by Marie Montgomery

Kanye wins: 50 lost the match but claims he will keep making records.
As for West's "media tantrums," Cohen said, "These
tantrums [West] goes on, these
outlandish comments he makes,
they don't really hurt him. If
anything, they've got more
people interested in what he's
all about."
But sales results are coming in, and it looks as if 50 Cent
faces an early retirement. As of
Sunday, Sept. 16, 2007, West's
"Graduation" has sold around
600,000 copies while 50 Cent's
"Curtis" has only sold 430,000
copies.
Many Fairfield students
who were interviewed were not
surprised with the results.
Asked why she liked West
more than 50 Cent, Jessica Fortilus' 11 said, "There's more content in Kanye's music. He writes
about stuff that is more important

than material stuff."
"Kanye is better," said
Devin Johnson '10. "I think 50's
wack."
Danielle Pettway '11 agreed.
"Definitely Kanye West
'cause you can actually call his
music music," she said. "50's is
just talk, that's all he is."
"A few years ago I would
say I like 50 more, but after
listening to both new albums I
would say Kanye's the better
lyricist," said Edwin Muniz '11.
Muniz added, "Kanye actually talks about a cause. He talks
about something real."
"Kanye's music is geared
toward both males and females.
I don't know too many girls who
listen to 50," said Sean Donovan
'11.
Fairfield students had similar opinions on why they thought

Kanye is a better music artist.
"I just think everyone's
heard 50's songs before they
came out," said Johnson.
"50's a generic rapper. He's
always talking about cars, girls,
sex," said Fortilus. "I mean, talk
about something meaningful."
"He's [50 cent] always trying to go after somebody to start
something," said Pettaway. "He's
a hype. He likes the attention."
Donovan added, "50 just
talks about shooting things."
Although the final sales data
won't be finalized until Sept. 18,
many fans forsee West's hip-hop
victory.

Go tofairfieldmirror.com
to see a review of West's
"Graduation"

Get your engines ready for The Starting Line
BY JP PORRETTA
I stopped by New Haven to check out
The Starting Line. The band played before
a packed crowd in the very intimate Toad's
Place. Hitting the stage around 9:30 p.m., the
group jumped into its explosive 15-song set.
Five songs from the set list were taken
from the band's newest album release, "Direction," which may be one of the most impressive of all. FUSA might get clued in by this
article and consider The Starting Line as this
year's fall act.
I was given the opportunity to sit down
and have a one-on-one chat with Kenny Vasoli, The Starting Line's singer, bass player
and songwriter.
The Mirror: "Directions" was a great
follow up to the 2005 "Based on a True
Story." Were you satisfied with the album
and the fan reaction?
Kevin Vasoli: Yeah, I mean, I still think
fans are kinda slowly catching on to it. But
we are eager to see how they respond when
we play the songs on our upcoming tour. I'm
really happy with how the record came out.
It was definitely exactly the record we were
setting out to make this time.
TM: What hands out there do you really
hate with a passion?
KV: Oh man, ha-ha. You know what, I
don't think I'm gonna get in any trouble for
saying this. But a band that I used to kind
of like, and now I cannot f***ing stand any
more, is the Red Hot Chili Peppers. It's not
like they make like the worst music ever, it's
just that I can't take anymore of it. I feel like

he [Anthony Kiedis] doesn't
write lyrics anymore, he just
makes random sounds. And I
love Flea, and the drummer's
awesome too, but I just cant
stand their music anymore.
TM: I didn 't really understand the hype around
their CD "Stadium Arcadian. "
KV: Oh yeah. When
we were out recording our
album in LA, all we would
hear when we popped on
KROQ was the stupid Red
JP Porretta/The Mirror
Hot Chili Peppers.
Play to a packed house: Starting Line performs at Toad's
Place last Thursday.
TM: Yeah, I hope you
don't get too much shit for saying that.
TM: You have been touring for the last
KV: I know. I think I just ruined my six years or so. Is touring still all about sex,
chances of a Red Hot Chili Peppers and Start- drugs and rock V roll?
ing Line tour.
KV: Ha-ha, actually just drugs and rock
'n' roll.
TM: You currently have your own side
project now called Person L. Do you have any
TM: Ha-ha, no sex?
future plans for that, such as a CD or tour?
KV: We are a pretty mild band when it
KV: I've actually been working on a re- comes to that kind of stuff. I've had a serious
cord for Person L since December of last year. girlfriend for three of those five years, so I've
But it's actually been a slow-going process kept it under wraps. No groupies for me.
because I've been out on the road so much and
TM: Any funny tour stories?
just so busy this year. But I brought recording
KV: Nah, nothing so crazy lately. This
equipment out on the road, and I'm gonna
do my best to finish some of it out here. My year on Warped Tour we got pretty wasted on
ultimate goal is to have it completely tracked the bus and ended up having a bus mosh to
by the end of the year and have it released some Hatebreed. We just started jumping all
sometime next year. I plan on having a over each other, throwing it down. Yeah, I guess
tour coming a little later next year.
you kinda had to be there to think it was
funny, but yeah it was a brutal bus mosh.

Greetings, once
again to old readers
and welcome to new
readers! Comic Book
Boy here again and making some
changes for this year.
I will still be reporting about the
best books in the superhero domain,
but I'm also going to spend a fair
chunk of time talking about the best
indie books.
I'll also venture discussions about
books that are not necessarily new,
but books you've probably never
heard of in a column called "From
the Archives."
This week's book will be "Demo"
by writer Brian Woods and artist
Becky Cloonan. The book was published in 12 issues in 2003-2004 and
was printed as a complete graphic
novel in 2005.
The book is composed of 12
short stories, none
of which
are related. One
theme
that runs
throughout the 12
stories is
that the
characters are
all standing at a crossroads in their life
and must choose what they will do. The
stories range from the extraordinary
to the ordinary.
One of the stories, entitled "What
You Wish For," involves a young boy
who has the ability to do whatever he
wants, simply by thinking about it
— a very similar idea to the famous
"Twilight Zone" episode "It's A Good
Life."
Some of the other stories are not
as fantastical and are more about the
hardships of life, such as "One Shot,
Don't Miss," which deals with the life
of a sharp shooter in Iraq.
Each of these stories stands alone
and says all it needs to say. None of
them feel as if they are intentionally
left open-ended in hopes that maybe
the characters could spawn their own
series. The thing that sticks out most
about the stories is that Brian Wood
truly strives to make 12 very different characters with 12 very different
choices to make about their lives.
The only thing more impressive
than the writing is Becky Cloonan's
phenomenal art. I cannot praise her
work enough. She uses varied, yet
still similar, styles of art for each of
the stories. Her artwork ranges from
detail-filled pages to pages where all
of the objects and people are created
from the effects of light and shadow.
The book is also a great starting
place for people who have never read
a graphic novel before. There are no
prior character histories to worry
about; they are just thorough, self
contained short stories.
This is Comic Book Boy saying,
"Take Care!"
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A new prison for
'Prison Break'

Visual spectacle of'60s mayhem
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

There is a game that I used to
play with my friends. We would
try to speak only using the lyrics
of a song. For example, I would
say, "Brandy she's a fine," and
my friend would reply, "What a
good wife she would be."
The conversations rarely
made sense, but it was more of
an exercise to see if we could
remember all the lyrics. Julie
Taymor's "Across the Universe"
is an expansion of this game
creating an entire film around
Beatles songs. The musical uses
only Beatles songs performed
by the cast, much like the hit
ontributed Photo
pop-culture musical "Moulin
Fighting the man: Jude (Jim Sturgess), Lucy (Evan Rachel Wood) and Max (Joe
Rouge."
"Universe" follows the sto- Anderson) protest Vietnam in Julie Taymor's visual masterpiece.
ries of two teenagers coming of
two-hour period. Most of the characters
age in the 1960s. Lucy (Rachel Even are named after Beatles songs as a way
Wood) is a good girl who turns rebel to include the referenced songs, except
after her high school sweetheart dies "Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds," which provides the visual effects the Beatles
in Vietnam. Jude (Jim Sturgess) is a is curiously missing from "Universe."
wish they had access to on "Magical
dockworker who comes to America to
The little dialogue there is often Mystery Tour." Although the visuals
find his father. The two meet through comes from lyrics to Beatles songs. At don't always make sense, they capture
Lucy's brother Max (Joe Anderson) and one point, the character of Prudence, the feeling of '60s drug escapism.
fall in love. What follows is a drugged- yes after the song, crawls through the
What "Universe" lacks in dialogue,
out psychedelic fantasy mixed with the window and then the obvious line that it makes up in visual spectacle. Often the
realities of war in the '60s.
follows is, "She came in through the visuals say more about the scene than any
At times, it feels like Taymor leans bathroom window."
sentence could ever do. In one scene the
too much on the songs and references
It is difficult to tell if the weaving troops in Vietnam are depicted carrying
to carry the film rather than the story of Beatles songs throughout the film the Statue of Liberty through a jungle.
itself. Jude and Lucy's relationship is shows the genious of Taymor or the Visually "Universe" pushes the limits of
understood to be love but is never felt. genius of the Beatles for writing incred- conventional films. Taymor shows that
"Universe" appears to be pushing ible songs that reached so many people. films are not bound by reality and that
for the Genesis record of the number of Either way, it proves to be an interest- through abstraction, we can see life for
Beatles songs and references used in a ing and enjoyable experience. Taymor what it really is.

BY JP PORRETTA
Conspiracy, blackmail, bloodshed and tears. No, I am
not describing a typical night at my townhouse. I'm talking about the brand new season of "Prison Break," which
kicked off this past Monday.
The third season of the Fox smash hit came back after
a long, overdue hiatus, with close to six months since the
previous season ended.
The premiere picked up where the show left off, with
a complete role reversal between the two main characters.
Now, our hero Michael Scofield is incarcerated in prison
once again, this time at the worst of the worst: Sona Federal
Prison in Panama. Meanwhile, his older brother Lincoln
tries to find ways to get him back on the other side. When
the series premiered in 2005, the show was an instant hit. Its
fan base continues to grow more and more each episode.
Now that the first episode of season three premiered,
it's clear that this is shaping up to be the best season yet.
Only one episode deep into the new season, season three
has already proved to be the most action-packed yet.
If you are already a fan of the show, prepare for one
hell of a season. If you've never heard of the show before,
I suggest you spend some time behind bars Monday nights
at 8 p.m. on Fox.

Breaking out again: Lincoln Burrows and Michael Scofield reprise their roles as outlaws in "Prison Break."
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Which is why you need CampusEdge Checking from Bank of America.

Eritet to **»»

Jf6000*/^T^

CampusEdge Checking is free for five years,1 with no minimum balance. It comes with free
Online Banking Service2 and Mobile Banking Service,2 including e-mail and text message
Alerts. You get free person-to-person transfers, free transactions at over 17,000 ATMs and you
even get a Stuff Happens card that's good for a one-time refund3 of an unexpected service fee.
to ««W- to ,dn.
To get started today, stop by your neighborhood Bank of America or
visit us online at bankofamerica.com/bankoncampus

Fairfield Circle
1320 Kings Hwy Cutoff
203.256.4267

Black Rock Turnpike
2150 Black Rock Turnpike
203.332.4250

Bankof America
Bank of Opportunity™

* No purchase or transaction necessary to enter or win. Must be 18 or older, a legal resident of the 50 United States (including District of Columbia) and a current full-time or part-time student enrolled at an
accredited American college or university. Three ways to enter: (l)via text message to short code 72579, keyword "BOA" (if you have your college code) or "BANK" (if you do not have your college code); (2)
online at bankofamerica.com/bankoncampus or (3) by opening a new Bank of America CampusEdge student checking account offered exclusively at facebook.com from 9/15/07 to 10/31/07. Promotion starts
at 12:01 a.m. Eastern Time on 8/V07 and ends at 11:59 p.m. ET on 10/31/07. Standard text message rates apply. For Official Rules and entry details, visit bankofamerica.com/bankoncampus. Void where
prohibited; limit one entry per person regardless of method. Sponsored 2007 by Bank of America Corporation, 100 N. Tryon Street, Charlotte, NC 28255. * Free of a monthly maintenance fee for the first five
years. Students age 16 and over are eligible for this account. Student status will be validated upon account opening. After the first five years, your CampusEdge account will be converted to MyAccess Checking.
The monthly maintenance fee for MyAccess Checking will be waived as long as you have a qualifying monthly direct deposit. Fees for overdrafts and other account-related services still apply. Student checking
product in Washington and Idaho is MyAccess-CampusEdge Checking.2 You will be charged access rates depending on your carrier. Web access is needed to use Mobile Banking. Check with your service provider
for details on specific fees and charges.3 Good for a one-time refund of one of the following service fees: overdraft item fee, NSF: returned item fee, overdraft protection transfer fee, stop payment fee, or nonBank of America ATM fee.
Bank of America, N.A. Member FDIC. ©2007 Bank of America Corporation

PRICMAIERHOUSEQOPERS

► Hope conquers sweat.

wctv/

imm

Project New Orleans now playing on Channel 1.

'connectedthinking

0 2007 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved "PncewaterhouseCoopers" refers to PricewatertiouseCocpers LLP (a Delaware limited liability partnership) or, as the context requires, the PricewaterhouseCoopers global
network or other member finns of the networK. each of which is a separate and independent legal entity, 'conneetedfhinking is a trademark of PncewaterhouseCoopers LLP (OS). We are proud to be an Affirmative Action and Equal
Opportunity Employer.
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The invasion of the fat, lazy father figure
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

"D'oh!" is probably one of the most
recognizable sounds in the world. This
Sunday "The Simpsons" is set to begin
its 19th season, just three seasons short of
replacing "Gunsmoke" as the longest-running television show. What started out as
a short on "The Tracy Ullman's Show" has
become the definition of Middle America.
More importantly, Homer Simpson has
become the representative of the American
dad, prompting spin offs like "Family
Guy," depicting a fat, lazy father.
No longer do we have the overly involved fathers of television history, such as
those in "Leave it to Beaver" and "Father
Knows Best." Whenever Bud on "Father
Knows Best" had a simple, yet oh-so-complicated problem, his dad was ready and
willing to step in and save the day.
The image of the strong father took
a break but resurfaced with shows in the
1980s like "The Cosby Show" and "Growing Pains." Bill Cosby and Mike Seaverboth
worked from home and contributed evenly
with their wives to raising the children.
In the beginning of the '90s, the strong
father was been replaced by the funnier, fat,
lazy dad in "The Simpsons" and "Married
With Children." Homer of "The Simpsons"
became a popular depiction of a fat, lovable
guys who would much rather drink some
Duff beer than participate in his children's
lives. To contrast with Homer, there is the
neighbor, Ned Flanders, who does everything for his kids. However, the show depicts him as dorky, weird and feminine.
Another popular family show, "Everybody Loves Raymond," has the plot of

many episodes revolving around Ray trying
to get out of spending time with his kids
and wife so that he can golf or watch sports
games. Ray Barone (Ray Romano) went as
far as to sabotage his wife Deborah's being
head of the school board in one episode
because it meant he would have to take care
of the kids at night and give up valuable
television time.
"Family Guy," another "Simpsons"influenced show, has fat father, Peter, who
cares more about sitting on the sofa and
watching television than spending time
with his children. When Peter does try to
get involved with his children, he often
ends up creating a bigger mess than before.
Often the talking dog, Brian, is depicted as
a better father than Peter..
The strong father figure can't compete
with this new lazy, overweight father. Even
shows that try to make the father stronger
like "8 Simple Rules," or "Seventh Heaven" can't get ratings anywhere near that of
"The Simpsons."
The invasion of the fat father- is not
limited to television. It has also taken over
the big screen. This summer's "Simpson
Movie," brings the issue of the father front
and center.
In the film, Bart leaves Homer for the
more involved father figure of Ned Flanders. Even loyal Marge begins to question
if she wants to remain with an apathetic,
lazy, selfish man like Homer.
The shift in the role of the father has
changed mothers in the media as well. No
longer do we have the image of mother
and father as equal partnerships like that
of "Growing Pains" or "The Cosby Show."
Now, it is the mother's responsibility not

only to raise the children but to raise her
husband. On "The Simpsons," "Everybody
Loves Raymond" and "Family Guy," the
mother, who is often much smarter and more
attractive than her counterpart, must nag her
husband to be involved just as they might
tell their children to clean their rooms.
It is the mother's job alone to enforce
discipline in the household. In romantic
comedies such as "You, Me, and Depree,"
Kate Husdon's character walks in on her
husband having a guy's night. Instead of
just letting her husband have fun with his
friends, she gives him a speech and forces
the boys to leave.
Other comedies including "Old
School" and "Knocked
Up" depict married life
as miserable and boring
with the blame placed
on the wife. Vince
Vaughn's character
Beanie in "Old
School" sarcastically comments,
"I have a wife and
kids. Do I seem
like a happy guy
to you, Frank?"
In "Knocked
Up" the character of Pete, who
is married with
two children, describes marriage as a
"tense, unfunny version of 'Everybody
Loves Raymond,' only
it doesn't last 22 minutes,
forever."

5 TONY AWARDS
2006

TICKETMASTER.COM OR 212! 800-NOW-AMEX DR0WSYCHAPER0NE.COM ^BK~ MARQUIS THEATRE
i BR0ADWAY.YAH00.COM
1535 BROADWAY • ORIGINAL CAST RECORDING IN STORES NOW

GOLD CARD EVENTS PREFERRED SEATING

RESTRICTIONS APPLY

Although it may be funny, we have to
wonder what the Homerization of fatherhood is doing to the American family.
In the words of Homer Simpson, "I am
a'bad father."

Editor: Lesley Almeida
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Do you know what you did last Thursday night?
Renowned hypnotist Jim Wand mesmerizes crowd
BY LILY NORTON

What's funnier than seeing your classmates and friends act like complete idiots
in front of more than 100 people?
That's right. Nothing.
Last Thursday night, expert hypnotist
Jim Wand enticed an audience large enough
to crowd the lower level of the Barone
Campus Center. There were even students
peering over the upper level banister and
sittting on the stairs.
Wand invited about 20 volunteers on
stage and was able to put most of them
under complete hypnosis in under five
minutes.
After hypnotizing the volunteers,
Wand staged a performance that drew nonstop laughter all the way to the end.
Throughout the show, Wand "took"
the volunteers to the beach, the Kentucky
Derby and an American Idol concert.
One of the funniest moments came
when Wand, using hypnosis, convinced the
men that they were pregnant. Eventually,
the five men on stage acted out giving birth
with help from the "doctors," or hypnotized
women on stage.
The new "mothers" then explained
what they would name their kids, how
much they weighed and the overall feeling
of the experience.

With uncontrollable screams and
shouts from the audience, many of the
skeptics became true believers in hypnosis
at that very moment.
Wand is one of the most well-known
hypnotists in America. His act at Fairfield

hypnosis to the audience before the proceedings took place. He told the story of his
first encounter with the art of hypnosis.
"Thanks to hypnosis," he said, "I lost
65 pounds in six months."
He continued to describe the many

"euphoric." He also added that one hour of
hypnosis equals eight hours of sleep.
Before choosing volunteers for his act,
Wand said, "A hypnotized person is always
in complete control. One will not go into
hypnosis unless they want to, they will not
do anything unless they want to. They
will not stay in the hypnotic state when
they want to come out of it."
Meka Wertz '08 participated in the
show and struggled to recall the events
of it afterward.
"It was cool, even though I don't
remember much. When I went up, I just
kept thinking about all the crazy things
people did last year," she said.
"I knew I was going to do the same,
but I didn't care. It was a fun experience.
Plus, now I feel really relaxed," she
added.
Wertz's friend Chanell Washington
'10, who was hypnotized last year, spoke
about the experience of seeing her friend
hypnotized on stage.
"It was really funny to see my
friend do the same things I did," said
Washington.
Peter Caty/The Mirror
Christina Pires '08, a FUSAmember
Dazed and confused: Twenty student volunteers fell prey to hypnotist Jim Wand's mysteri
who helped plan the event, was pleased
ous powers on Sept. 13 in the BCC.
with the show and its overwhelming
has become a popular and well-received strange facets of hypnotism to the audi- turnout.
annual performance.
ence.
"I thought it went really well. DefiWand explained the inner workings of
Wand explained the experience as nitely better than last year," she said.
I

A sweet escape: When the library just won't do
BY TRACI DANTONI

One grande iced vanilla
latte with a side of a 20-page
packet on religion. Two
paninis served up with one
six-page literature paper.
One tuna fish sandwich, a
bottle of water and an order
of one Ernest Hemingway
novel, well done.
Well, not quite. But
with a plentiful selection of
quiet cafes and coffee shops
in town, you can combine
crunch time and munch
time—that is, studying and
getting something good to
eat.
Check out some of these
local spots, and never again
will you be shunned to the
library to read history while
simultaneously tapping into
the sorry resources of the first
floor vending machines.
Borders & Town Green
1499 Post Road
First stop: Borders. The
store has a small cafe inside
where you can order Green
Mountain coffee, iced lattes,
specialty frozen drinks and
baked goods such as cookies, brownies, coffee cake
and other pastries.
Take a seat at one of
the tables by the window
and watch shoppers stroll
by on the main road as you
pour over your notes. Or,

if you're more into nature,
grab your coffee and walk a
few blocks down to the town
green. There's a gazebo and
a few benches to rest on. If
you prefer studying in complete silence, this is usually
the best bet to venture away
from our sometimes noisy
campus.
Las Vetas Lounge
1462 Post Road
If you're looking for a
funky coffee lounge with
plenty of comfy seating,
this place is calling your
name. With a smorgasbord
of drink choices, Las Vetas
is sure to serve your favorite
coffee drink.
The interior is decked
out with '50s, '60s and 70s
decor. The lounge also sells
baked goods and vintage
candy to munch on while
you're preparing to ace Friday's exam.
Eclectic music is usually playing softly in the
background, so don't expect
complete peace and quiet.
The Firehouse Deli
22 Reef Road
This is the place to go
if you're looking for a full,
hearty lunch. Go all out and
put all the fixings on your
sandwich, then settle down
at one of the tables inside
with a good book (for your

philosophy class or otherwise). Perhaps you may
decide to take your food
outside to catch the breeze
at one of the umbrella-clad
tables.
Pastries and breakfast
sandwiches are also served.
Keep in mind that the inside
seating area is a bit noisier
than the one outside.
Chat-N-Chew Coffeehouse
2217 Post Road
This Post Road coffee
house has a friendly atmosphere and a great selection
of snacks and drinks. From
paninis to quiches and soups
to salads, you will surely
find something to appease
your appetite.
Chat-N-Chew also has
a wide variety of hot and
cold coffee drinks, including
the likes of steamers, lattes
and mock frappucinos.
Feel like getting into
the autumn spirit while
studying? Here you can
choose from a selection of
fall treats: pumpkin walnut muffins, pumpkin nut
scones and pumpkin spice
lattes.
The great munch spot
also features bagels, pastries, scones and other baked
goods to satisfy your sweet
tooth. Chat-N-Chew is the
place to go when you need
to study-n-chew.

Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

Taking in the greenery: Head over to the Fairfield town green on a nice day to escape
the confinement of the campus library and take in some fresh air.

Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

Groovy: Get a blast from the past at this funky coffee house whenever you find yourself
inundated with work or in need of a caffeine fix.

Lorraine Lampe/lhe Mirror

Ring the alarm: Take a break from campus cuisine and common study spots by visiting
this popular lunch spot. Don't forget to B.Y.O.B. (bring your own books)!

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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The long road home
Readjusting to life in the U.S.
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The Wild West hits
the East Coast

BY KATIE BARRY
BY MICHELLE MORRISON

I have always really enjoyed the first night back at school - catching up with everyone and finding out how their summers went. But for me, and many other members
of the class of 2008, this first night back was markedly different. Now, when I saw
people for the first time, I had an entire semester to catch up on.
I spent my spring semester in London, England. It was amazing, and everything I
dreamed it would
be. Boarding the
flight to come back
to America was
one of the hardest
things I have ever
done. However, it
was not nearly as
hard as the readjustment I faced at
home.
First, I had
gained what I affectionately referred to as "the
Euro 15," as did
almost everyone I
know. So, the first
readjustment? Getting to the gym.
Then there
was getting used
to the U.S. dollar, people driving on the right
side of the road,
beer in cans and
not pints, and not
being able to fly
to another country for a weekend
Contributed Photo
getaway.
An American in Paris: Katie Barry '08 enjoys a weekend trip to
By August, I
the Eiffel Tower as she travels around Europe.
was pretty sure I
mastered it. Until I got back to Fairfield.
I had readjusted to home, sure, but had I readjusted to college and all that entails?
It wasn't easy, by any means. Coming back to school made me feel like I was
getting off that plane all over again. The realization set in that I was back to the life I
lived before I studied abroad.
There is a lot I still need to get used to: classes that involve hard work, professors
who don't take "Sorry, I was in Paris" as an excuse for why you missed your final, and
police who actually seem to care if I drink in public.
Don't get me wrong, there was a lot I missed, a lot I'm happy I came back to in the
U.S., namely the beach, my friend and not having my money be cut in half by the high
exchange rate. After a while, I even missed actually learning in my classes.
And, thankfully, there was at least a support system here. The Study Abroad Office,
which was a huge help before I left, was also a remarkably huge help when I arrived
back on campus.
On Wednesday, Sept. 12, the office threw a welcome back dinner for all of those
who had studied abroad, giving us a chance to see everyone's pictures and hear
everyone's stories. It was nice to be around a group of people who knew what I was
going through.
Of course, I still miss London.
I lived a dream, and Fairfield is no London. But then again, London is no Fairfield,
either.

At 10 p.m. on Friday, the Barone Campus Center looked like a scene from the
running of the bulls as students stampeded up to the dining hall for the second annual
Wild West Buffet, sponsored by IRHA.
By midnight, however, with two hours of the event left to go, tumbleweeds
could have blown across the cafeteria floor without running into more than a couple
of students' legs.
"There really is a need for programming between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m.," said
Karen Donoghue, associate director of Residence Life and advisor of IRHA. "We
want to have free food, a lot of games and a crazy event; we want to give students
what they want."
Despite IRHA's hope and intent, only a small number of students were interested
in stopping by the program in the early hours of the morning, even for an event that
cost IRHA over $3,000 to run.
There is no doubt that there were some students who were actually excited for
the Wild West Buffet.
Over 150 students lined up on the stairway to the cafeteria and along the third
floor in order to be one of the chosen few to receive coveted giveaways.
IRHA members handed out tickets to the first 100 students to arrive for the much
desired "stuff-a-friend," where students could stuff their own toy horse or cow and
dress them in a tiny t-shirt.
"I came here last year and I had
a really good time, but I didn't get a
build-a-bear, so this year me and my
friends got here an hour early," said
Renee Borghesi ' 10.
Those who were not lucky
enough to get a ticket could opt for
the make-your-own-frame station
and take their pictures with a Wild
West background.
A long line streamed from the
henna tattoo station as well, while
other students munched on treats
such as potato skins, mozzarella
sticks and buffalo chicken wings.
The most popular event was, by
far, the mechanical bull stationed in
the center of the cafeteria.
"I'm gonna grab the
bull by the horns," said
Lawrence Rispoli '11, as
he waited in line to get to
the buffet.
Freshman or senior,
male or female, big or
small, almost everyone
took his or her chance on
the bull.
"I love to ride bulls."
said
Abbey Gallivan '11,
Amanda Parker/The Mirror
who
rode
the bull several
Save a horse; ride a mechanical bull: Students get
times. Her friends cheered
into the spirit of the Wild West on Friday night.
her on on the sidelines.
While she was not exactly sure how long she stayed on the tossing and turning
bull, Gallivan said, "[the mechanical bull operator] had a hard time getting me off
there."
Sara Homewood '10 also gave bull-riding a shot.
"I was the first one [to ride the bull]. The first time was kind of messy, but by
the third time I got it," she said.

Fairfield Automotive Service
Same Owner • Same Service • Since 1977
John and David Bogardus

Complete Foreign and
Domestic Auto Repair

Hours:
Sunday through Thursday

11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Friday & Saturday

11 a.m. - midnight

2149 Post Road
Fairfield, CT 06821

(203) 259-6500
We Sell Quality Used Cars

fax (203) 259-2787

SfiMho

Campus Services

Editor: Joe Carretta

Dan Stanczyk
Ahh the morning after. It can either be as awkward as possible,
or you can thrive. When you
wake up, roll over and say, "Who are
you?" you know you either settled for a
wildabeast to break out of a slump or it
was $1 pitcher night at the bar. Every
guy gets that one-track mind where
he'll do anything to get some and,
unfortunately, alcohol makes wayyy
too many females doable.
You know the type, better
known as "the six pack," where you
wouldn't do it sober, but once
you slug a few you can't
keep your paws off her.
The worst is the chunky
girl with huge knockers or,
as I like to call them,
Heffers (yes, from Rocko's
Modern Life). Doesn't it
seem as though almost all
overweight women are incredibly well
endowed? It's gotta just be the fat,
right? Anyway, these jumblies blind
our little man's only eye, and he can't
see all those pounds she's packing elsewhere. Don't worry guys, you gotta slay a
few dragons to get to the princess.
Freshmen: Sleeping on an all-girl
floor can be a recipe for disaster. And
that recipe is what you left brewing in
your stomach all night because you

September 20, 2007

HE said / SHE said
Your guide to the 'Morning After1
were in bed with a girl. Get out of there
before your mental ticker starts counting down the seconds until the Hershey
Factory opens.
Sophomores: I think the term "walk
of shame" was named for the walk from
Kostka to Jogues. Whatever you do, don't
cut through the BCC. It seems tempting,
but not even Angel the maintenance
man can clean you up in time where
you wouldn't get noticed.
Juniors: If you get with a girl
on a futon, don't pretend you are
still asleep when a housemate comes downstairs
for breakfast. Say "good
morning" and toss him
the remote that was
lying on your sack.
Seniors: If you
don't live at the Point,
you better bring your
road jerseys with you. You're going to
have a heavy dose of away games. *
For the rest of you who haven't experienced the awkward hookup yet,
it's only the second week of school. You
probably know your roommates' schedule better than you know your own, so
you can have some solo study time with
your right-handed tutor.
That's all for now ... my roommate
has history until 3:15.

You wake up, snuggled in the nook
created by your bed and the wall,
with the telltale signs of a hangover
coming on. You turn over, and as you
stretch and open your eyes, you notice the
shape of a body underneath your blanket
(THAT'S why you were shivering all night!).
You think, "$&@%! What did I do?"
You poke at the body, hoping to
wake him from his sound sleep (the
one that you didn't have) partially to
get him up and out of your house,
and partially so you can figure out
who the hell he is. You also want jt
to steal your blanket back but
stop yourself because you
are afraid of what it will
reveal: what he is or isn't
wearing (which could indicate what you did or didn't
do) or if he's the guy you'll be
sitting next to in an hour during
your 8 a.m. psych class. Can you relate?
Yes. Is it acceptable? Only because you
are soooo college. Ladies and gentlemen,
welcome to the Morning After.
Since this scenario is familiar to so
many of us,'I am willing to share some
advice for dealing with the unpleasantness that follows a Katherine Heigl/Seth
Rogen-like night.
1. Make sure you and your boy toy
are geographically compatible. If it re-
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Jackie Mautone
quires hopping on the ever-so-unreliable
Stag Bus to get to him, turn around,
you've gone too far. Sorry, Dolans, you won't
be hooking up with any Clavers this year.
2. Small talk is a no-no. Anything
that you could even think to ask him
that early in the morning (because you'll
obviously wake up at the crack of dawn)
was probably covered in conversation
the night before (not that you would
remember). It's awkward no matter what, so don't even try. And his
morning breath? Enough said.
3. When selecting your
outfit pre-bar, keep in mind
your possible plans for
the evening. Going home
with the girls? Put on
your highest heels. Planning on seducing that soccer stud? Those heels will
get you to his room, but do you
really want to run across campus at 8
o'clock on Friday morning in them? We
can all spot a Morning After girl, so keep
it simple and stick with flats.
4. And finally, ladies, if you find yourself waking up at the beach - hopefully
not with that guy down by the third hump
- with a killer headache and a hickey the
size of New York on your neck, call a cab
ASAP ... oh wait, good luck getting cell
phone service.

What's on campus ¥m

Student Association

Tickets on safe at
the info desk from
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
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COFFEE BREAK
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
by

Anastasia Alimaras

How did you spend your first
weekend at Fairfield?

Went to the soccer game.
—Elise Steiner '10 and
KristenVanVleck '10

Parlayed at the Point.
Hung out ivith my roommates.

--Mike Leone '08

—Sarah Ferri '10

Met some upperclassmen andpartied at the apartments.

Went extreme bowling.

—Julio Rivera '11

—James Ballanco ' 11

Career Corner
Best

Resume Review at Jazzman's

Deals In
Town

Do you have a quick question about your resume? Or do you need to finalize
your resume for the upcoming Fairfield University Career Fair?
Meet us in Jazzman's Cafe from 11:00 a.m. — 2:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept.18th, Wednesday, Sept. 19th and Thursday, Sept. 20th
Tuesday, Sept. 25th, Wednesday, Sept. 26th and Thursday, Sept. 27th

Are you tired of membership fees?

Career Fair—Not just for Seniors...
Wednesday, October 3rd

Automatic renewal fees?

11:00 a.m.— 3:00 p.m. RecPlex (next to AlumniHall)

Employers meet and recruit Fairfield students for internships or full-time
employment. For a list of participating organizations go to:
. www.fairfield.edu/cpc
. Select Student Information
. Click Career Fair, Career Fair Participants

Uncertified salespeople?
Old tanning bulbs?

Nursing Career Fair
Thursday, October 4th

2:00 — 6:00 p.m.

BCC Oak Room

Come meet with hospital and healthcare organizations at the first annual Fairfield
University Nursing Career Fair. For a list of participating organizations go to:
• www.fairfield.edu/cpc
• Select Student Information
• Click Nursing Career Fair, Career Fair Participants

GREAT STUDENT RATES!
n r

$

FREE

15.00

Tan
Buy 1 Tan, Get 1 Tan Free

For 5 Tans

Company Presentations
Thurs., Sept. 20th UHY Advisors 5:00-6:30 p.m. Kelley Presentation Center
Tues., Sept. 25th UBS Invest Bank 5:00 — 6:30 p.m Kelley Presentation Center

1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield | 203-367-8540

1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield I 203-367-8540
With this coupon. Not valid with other offers.

With this coupon. Not valid with other offers.

J

Questions... Call 254-4081, e-mail: cpc@mail.fairfield.edu or
visit us in The Kelley Center!

1871

BUCK ROCK TPK

I

L

FAIRFIELD

I 203-367-8540

(Shaw's Plaza Next to Soccer Post)
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TOM CLEARY

CHRIS SIMMONS

KEITH CONNORS

The Questions
Men's soccer: Best team on
campus?

Better shot at a MAAC
run: Women's soccer or
volleyball?

If I had to pick between
basketball or field hockey

Of course, plus a lot of them have
cool British accents.

Volleyball is to the MAAC what
A-Rod is to clutch. Women's soccer has
played a tough schedule and should have
a shot.

No offense to the lady's soccer team,
but the volleyball women made a nice run
last year and are still hungry.

BasketbaUJdbnft
in field hockey's uniforms, alt
girls sure do.

It's hard to pass up hitting people.
But I'd probably still be ballin'.

Favorite Bailey(s): Sam or
Irish Cream?

Fall toss-up: Playoff baseball
or the NFL?

A defending MAAC champ that has
its core returning? That's a yes.

Men's soccer i
on campus, it's i
at Fairneld

player
ays great.

Sam. Britian used to o#§

mtely, the O's are^gojpg to
miss'l^in. For now. the Ravens await
Festivus Maxiurjus.

Notjfinf beat| plaf^SWBebi
atmosphere is amazing. I can't wai

Based on the awful way my St.
Paddy's Day ended last year, I'd probably
say... Sam.

a Yankee Fan. Playoff baseball
going back to school: it happens
ear.
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Women's tennis plays in ITA Tournament: The women's
Stags open MAAC season: Fairfield had a rough start to the
tennis team participated in the ITA Eastern Intercollegiate Tennis
season as it went 1-1 against Siena and Manhattan. The Stags fell
Tournament at West Point on Saturday and Sunday. Junior Gabriela
to Siena, 3-0, for the second straight time, after losing to them in
Davila and senior Courtney Price both advanced to the semifinals
the MAAC Championship at the end of last season. They bounced
of the tournament. Davila fell to Bucknell's Camille Simonetti by
back in the second MAAC game of the season with a 3-0 win over
default. Price fell to Darcy Demers of Sacred Heart by default.
Manhattan. Head Coach Jeff Werneke became the winningest coach
in Fairfield history with 95 career victories. Linsdey Lee '08 led the way with The tournament is one of the largest in the country, hosting over 30 teams from
five kills, while Barbie Thistle '10 added 28 assists, five digs and three aces. For around the Eastern region.
more on the volleyball team visit www.fairfieldmirror.com.
-Tom Cleary

—Tom Cleary

Men's basketball adds two recruits: The men's basketball
Cross country races at Central: The Stags men's and women's
team announced two new members of the freshman class, Sean
teams raced at the Ted Owen Cross Country Invitational on Sept.
Grzeck from Wilmington, N.C. and Rob Sisca from Weston, Conn.
15. The men's team finished in ninth place in the 8k race, while
Sisca will transfer from Vermont and will sit out this season due
the women's team held down 11th in the 5k race. Kevin Manke
to NCAA regulations. Grzeck is a sharpshooter who earned the
finished second out of the Fairfield men. For more on men's and
Mideastern Conference Player of the Year Award.
women's cross country visit www.fairfieldmirror.com.
-Tom Cleary

-John Padovano

Male athlete of the week

Female athlete of the week
ATHLETE:
Liz Thomas 08
SPORT:
Field hockey
ACHIEVEMENT: Thomas earned the America
East Co-Player of the Week Award after her
performance in the two games she played last
week. Thomas had a .808 save percentage and 21
combined saves against No. 4 Iowa and unranked
Columbia. The Stags were tied 1-1 with Iowa
until the final 10 minutes, when the Hawkeyes
scored two goals.

ATHLETE:
Jon Paul Francini '08
Men's soccer
SPORT:
ACHIEVEMENT: Francini picked up his second
shutout of the season in the Stags' home opener
against Yale. He made three saves, including a key
save in the first few minutes of the game, when
he dove to make a fingertip save that could have
changed the entire outlook of the game.
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Why the graSS iS greener: Inside the life of a Fairfield groundskeeper
BY FRANK ROMANO

Twenty tons of clay.
Two-hundred gallons of paint.
No, this isn't a list of supplies needed for
the world's biggest art project.
They are just a few of the essentials required to maintain Fairfield's outdoor athletic
fields on a yearly basis.
"During the season, we're pretty much
there every day," said Michael Flowers, president of Championship Turf Services, a Harwinton, Conn.-based company outsourced by the
Athletic Department to do work on the fields.
Much of the manual labor is done by
Championship Turf, along with Fairfield Athletics and Fairfield Campus Operations, at an
annual cost of approximately $250,000.
"They want it green and playable, and we
tell them, 'Here's what needs to be done,'" said
Ted Hunyadi, director of operations.
Flowers said Championship Turf is busiest during Fairfield's fall and spring seasons.
While the company does more than mow
lawns, grass cutting is one of its primary
obligations during this time.
"We mow every day," said Flowers,
"when [it] starts to grow, until frost."
Flowers uses "dedicated equipment," or
machines left on campus strictly for Championship Turf for mowing. In a month, these
mowers use 35- 40 gallons of diesel and 25- 30
gallons of gasoline.
Fertilizing is a project unto itself.
"The whole chemical application process
is part of an integrated pest management control," said Hunyadi, adding that applications
are directly linked to environmental laws.
"We check the fields weekly for activity

and problems," said Flowers.
Fungicides and weed sprays are needed
occasionally but used sparingly, according
to Flowers.
In the fall, Lessing Field is a chief concern. Flowers said this "modified sand field"
provides better drainage than normal grass
fields but requires more fertilizer.
Besides fertilizing, Championship Turf
must also paint the field before.games. Like,
with mowing, painting requires "dedicated
equipment," this time in. the form of a paint
machine.
Bridget Nerich '10, goalie on'the women's varsity soccer team, said these efforts do
not go unnoticed.
"In some circumstances, the quality of a
playing surface can affect the level of play," said
Nerich via e-mail. "The [women's soccer] field
is always kept well cut and lined," she said.
Men's rugby club team president Eddie
Mazzaferro '08 has a slightly different outlook
when it comes to Grauert Field, home to the
men's and women's club rugby teams.
"Overall the [rugby] field is in decent
shape, but I do think more grass is needed,"
said Mazzaferro.
Despite this shortcoming, Grauert takes
a beating from "countless teams" other than
club rugby and club sports do receive a different level of field support than varsity sports,
according to Mazzaferro.
In the spring, Alumni Softball Field and
Alumni Baseball Diamond take up much of
Championship Turf's time and effort.
Before every varsity Softball and baseball
game, Championship Turf rakes and lines the
fields, painting the batter's box and baselines.
After batting practice, the fields are

Thomas nearly leads field
hockey to upset
CONTINUED FROM P.

24

Two years off have left some of her
field hockey skills a little rusty, but she is
catching up quickly.
"She is athletic, fast and has a huge will
to win. Her stick skills may not be the best,
but her will makes up for it. She is a sponge
and a pleasure to coach," said Kane.
Piacquadio credits her teammates, new
and old, for their support in her decision to
switch sports in the middle of her collegiate
career.
Two Sundays ago, her former basketball
teammates were in the stands to watch her
new team play. They weren't sure what to
cheer for but promised to look up the rules
to better support Piacquadio in her new
endeavor.

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Full throttle: Kristen McManus '09 and
the Stags nearly upset the No. 4 team in
the country, the Iowa Hawkeyes.

Meanwhile, her new teammates are
willing to be patient with her and stop practice to help her adjust to a new sport and
playing surface. Piacquadio played on grass
in high school and adjusting to a turf field
makes it even harder to come back from her
years away from the sport.
"The field hockey team has been really
supportive teaching me," said Piacquadio.
However, she doesn't see herself playing both sports this year.
"I want to fully commit to one, so probably not. I'd rather excel in one of them,"
she said.
The field hockey team, with the help of
Piacquadio, who came off the bench, almost
upset the No. 4 team in the nation, Iowa, on
Sunday afternoon.
Iowa struck first, scoring off a rebound
54 seconds into the game. However, Fairfield
came right back with a goal at 2:26 by Emily
Janis off a penalty corner.
The two teams remained stalemated
until the final 10 minutes of the game, due
largely to senior goalkeeper Liz Thomas's
15 saves.
Thomas's efforts were rewarded as she
was named the America East Co-Player of
the Week. She posted an .808 save percentage and made 21 saves combined in the loss
to Iowa and a 2-0 loss against Columbia
earlier in the week.
The Hawkeyes eventually broke through
and scored two goals late in the game to provide the final margin of 3-1.
The loss drops the Stags to 1-6 overall
(0-1 America East) on the year, but they have
proven that they can contend with one of the
top teams in the nation.

Materials Required to Maintain Fairfield7:
Athletic Fields on an Annual Basis

25 tons
200 gal.
35 - 40 gal./mo
25 - 30 qal./mo

Paint
Diesel
Gasoline

■iource: Championship Turf Services
Photo Illustration by Elyse Raby

groomed again.
Flowers said most of the spring-time
work involves maintaining the dirt portions
of each diamond. Championship Turf uses
additional clay to keep these surfaces level.
Calcined clay, a water-absorbing substance,
is mixed in after rain.
The work does not stop there.
Every year, Championship Turf touches
up areas surrounding the fields with regular
gravel. Flowers said he uses another ton of
stone dust, "a really fine trap rock," on the
warning tracks.
During the winter, Championship Turf
maintains University Field, Fairfield's old
astroturf field and Alumni Stadium, by snow
blowing. This does not begin until spring
practices start in January. Nicholas Papillo,
director of purchasing at Fairfield, said snow

blowing is done on demand and is not built
into Fairfield's Championship Turf contract.
"We do a la carte," said Papillo, who
explained this makes the most sense since one
year may require 10 snow-removal jobs and
another might require only one.
He said Fairfield allots $20,000 for additional field maintenance like snow blowing
or lining fall and spring home playoff games,
bringing the total annual budget closer to
$270,000. Papillo said the cost of Fairfield's
contract with Championship Turf is reasonable and that Fairfield has been pleased with
Flowers and his work.
Papillo said Fairfield recognizes that
Flowers's job is not easy.
"It's not like he comes once a week and
drives away," he said. "It's not just a nine to
five, see you later [job]."
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Bailey scores game-winner again
CONTINUED FROM

P. 24

In the pre-season, the Stags' midfielder was
named to the All-MAAC Preaseason team but again
fell short to Gaviria in the Preseason Player of the
Year category.
This season, Bailey has been the leading scorer for
the Stags, with three goals in four games. His six points
puts him in second place in the MAAC.
He has scored the game-winning goal in all three
Fairfield victories, and his performance the first week of
the season in games against St. John's and Buffalo earned
him the College Soccer News Player of the Week award,
the first Stag player to win it.
"I think Sam Bailey will be a key part of the team,
especially in replacing some of the goals that Cunliffe
gave us last year," said Rees.
Fairfield played its first home game on Saturday night
and picked up a 1-0 victory over Yale and then defeated
Hartford 4-0 on Tuesday night.
The Bulldogs were shut down by strong defense and
goalkeeper J.P Francini '08, while Bailey's lone goal
provided the winning goal.
Bailey took a pass from freshman Matthew Uy and
converted on the goal.
"Sam does a great job," said Rees. "We asked him
to penetrate through the defense and get into the box. He
did the same thing against St. John's."
Bailey added another goal and two assists against
Hartford to become the first Stag to score 10 points. Francini picked up his third shutout, the best in the MAAC.
Bailey's main strength is his leadership on the field.
He considers himself a strong vocal leader and he earned
the captain's role for this season.
"Sam is reliable and represents what we as coaches
think is important," said Rees. "He is diligent, honest,
doesn't shank responsibility and commands respect. He
is genuinely a good guy and has a great personality."
"He is the best player on the team and has great
leadership ability," said Christian Uy '10. "He basically represents what our mentality is: to work and
play hard. He is engaged in the leader role."

Bailey feels that his energy before the games is
something that he can pass onto his teammates,
helping to motivate them when they need it.
He hopes to continue playing after college, but is not
sure what the future holds.
"To be honest, right now I'm not too sure. I want to
pursue soccer as much as I can, to try and play," Bailey
said. "I'll take a while to make sure I stay in shape and
see if I can pick something up along the line and try and
go pro."

Elyse Raby/The M irror

Aiming high: Sam Bailey '08 has led the way for the
Stags this year, his first as Fairfield's captain.

Women's soccer struggles through
UConn Classic Tournament
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

The women's soccer team suffered a series of setbacks during
last weekend's games in the UConn
Classic Tournament.
The Stags dropped both of their
games and scored only one goal in
the 88th minute of the second game
on a penalty kick.
Fairfield hopes that its tough
non-conference schedule will provide
the team with valuable experience to
prepare for the MAAC regular season
and Tournament.
"Our goal is to prepare for the
MAAC Tournament; the winner goes
to the dance," said Head Coach Jim
O'Brien.
Wednesday's game against Boston College marks the third time
this season the Stags have played a
nationally-ranked team, according
to the NSCAA (National Soccer
Coaches Association of America) in a
span of only two and a half weeks.
The Stags tied No. 14 Colorado
on Sept. 2 and lost 4-1 to No. 23
UConn on Sunday.
"It helps in the long run, but it
is hard psychologically. But it is going to be successful in the long run,"
said O'Brien.
Senior co-captain Janna Breitenwischer echoed his sentiment.
"It is tough to lose, but it's good
to play quality teams like [BC]. But
I'm really excited to play this sched-

ule," said Breitenwischer. "With the
experience and level of play of these
teams, it is getting us ready for the
conference."
Friday, Fairfield dominated
Central Connecticut State University in almost every aspect, except
the scoreboard, losing 1-0.
The Stags out-shot the Blue
Devils 17-8, putting eight on net
to CCSU's three.
However, Rachel Caneen scored
the winning goal at 32:37 and Erin
Herd made eight saves to stop the
Stags from getting any closer.
"We dominated in the second
half, in shots and in corner kicks, but
in soccer, you don't score, you don't
win," said O'Brien.
After the disappointing game,
which could have gone either way,
Fairfield was unable to get anything
going against UConn.
The Stags played as well as
anyone could have hoped in the first
half, playing the Huskies hard and
tough.
The Huskies struck early at
10:52, but the Stags were able to
keep it close, trailing only 1-0 at
halftime.
Unfortunately, UConn scored
three goals in a span of only 10:34,
putting the game out of reach as the
Huskies held a 4-0 lead.
Mary Therese Church '08 scored
the Stags' only goal of the tournament
with a penalty kick in the 88th min-

ute, avoiding the shutout to fall 4-1.
The goal was the defender's first
goal of the season after making the
All-MAAC First Team last season.
Fairfield was out-shot 21-4 in
the game.
"We played a solid 60 minutes
against UConn," said O'Brien, highlighting the Stags' inconsistencies.
The two losses drop Fairfield to
2-3-1 in the year, all in a tough nonconference schedule.
However, there were a few
bright spots.
"We had periods of good things
where our potential showed but not
for a full 90 minutes," said Breitenwischer.
Church and Robyn Decker '09
were both named to the All-Tournament Team, and the Stags have a
chance to rebound on Wednesday
against No. 8 Boston College.
Fairfield is hoping to avoid a
three-game losing streak.
The team hasn't won since its
only home game against Colgate
University on Sept. 7.
"It gives us a sense of urgency;
we have to work extremely hard.
They are a top-10 team, we have to
play almost perfect," said O'Brien.

Check fairfieldmirror.
com for the results of the
Stags' game against No.8
Boston College.
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Cheaters never
prosper
BY ALI BART

When a word like dynasty is attributed to a team such
as the New England Patriots, people can be quick to find
fault. Especially people like Eric Mangini.
On Sunday Sept. 9, NFL security confiscated a video
camera from Patriots' employee Matt Estrella after he
was suspected of taping the Jets' defensive signals. Patriots Coach Bill Belichick was fined $500,000 and the
Patriots $250,000. If they qualify for the playoffs, they
will be denied a first-round draft pick. If they fail to make
the post-season, they will lose a second and third-round
draft pick.
"I think it is indicative of Belichick being a classless individual and I believe it was cheating," said Todd
Bingham '08, a Cleveland Browns fan.
In a New York Times article, Belichick gave an apology
while failing to admit any cheating.
"At this point, we have not been notified of the
league's ruling. Although it remains a league matter, I want
to apologize to everyone who has been affected, most of
all ownership, staff and players," he said.
Within the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
(MAAC), there are specific rules pertaining to instances
such as this. Coaches are not allowed to share opposition
tapes with teams outside of the conference, according to
Fairfield Athletic Director Gene Doris.
"It is not as bad a situation on the collegiate level,"
said Doris.
This isn't the first time a NFL team has cheated, admitted it or has been caught. This incident is arguably a
public outcry to bring down a dynasty.
Last year, Lion's coach Rod Marinelli noticed a camera pointed at their defensive coach at a game against the
Patriots. The man had to be stopped twice.
Patriots' offensive coordinator Charlie Weis was
overheard in 2000 admitting that he knew all Tampa Bay's
calls, according to an article in Sports Illustrated.
Steve Desmond '08, member of Fairfield's men's
soccer team, believes that what is considered crossing
the line as far as stealing signs depends on what league
you're in.
"[The punishment] is probably good for the sport to
save the integrity of teams," he said. "You can only study
so much of a team. It's really all about you and not the
other team."
Stealing signs is widely practiced and only now has
it been seriously called into question.
One reporter from Sports Illustrated covered the
1979 Divisional Playoff game between Houston and San
Diego and ran into an Oilers' linebacker in a bar during
the offseason. According to an article in Sports Illustrated,
he explained how he could tell which type of play they
were going to run by the positioning of the quarterback's
feet before the snap. That is not considered cheating.
Three decades later it is when technology is used
illegally.
Gene Doris acknowledged that there is a fine line
between studying your opponent and stealing sings.
"Sometimes the word stealing is not the right term,"
he said. "When you try to interpret the rule to what you
want to do, then you have crossed the line."
The rules have since been stated in press conferences
and Belichick claims to have interpreted them wrong.
"Coaches are always looking for an edge," said Doris. "If
it's not put down
in writing, people
will take advantage of it."
"If they were
found guilty, then
they were found
guilty," said Rafael Barbieri '08,
a Patriots fan.
"It was
nothing malicious, and they
shouldn't be
chastised in the
media like they
are. They're
paying the penContributed Photo
alty now. What Secret agent man: Patriots' Head
more can you Coach Bill Belicheck has been accused
really ask for?" of cheating by video taping opponents.

>>

Editor: Tom Cleary
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Senior Bailey leading men's soccer to new level
BY TOM CLEARY

reer list, fine, because we've
accomplished so much as a
Senior midfielder Sam
team. But on a personal note,
Bailey grew up in Cheshire,
it would be great to leave
England, spending every
like that."
free minute either playing or
Bailey has been the
watching soccer.
poster player for the Stags
After talking to the
coaching staff since his
Stags' men's soccer Head
arrival.
Coach Carl Rees, he decided
"Sam shows up everyto make the move across the
day, gives his all and leads
ocean to play at Fairfield.
by example," said Rees. "He
Rees is also a native of
is a true footballer; he is pasEngland and made the trip to
sionate about it, and it is a big
visit Bailey to convince him
part of his life."
that Fairfield was the best
Last year, Bailey was
place to continue his soccer
a key contributor on the
career.
Stags' MAAC Champion"I tried out for the Engship winning team, placland Schoolboy team [the
ing second on the team to
U-18 National Team] and
Alex Cunliffe '07 with 16
they told us about the expepoints (six goals and four
rience of coming over here
assists).
[to America]," said Bailey.
His performance earned
"They asked us if we wanted
him a spot on the All-MAAC
to write our name down on a
First Team and he was a canlist, which they passed on to
Elyse Raby/The Mirror didate for the MAAC Player
Fighting for position: Sam Bailey '08 and the men's soccer team defeated the Yale Bulldogs 1-0 in their first home
coaches."
of the Year Award, falling
"I got a few calls and game at Lessing Field on Saturday. Bailey scored the lone goal for Fairfield, his third game-winning goal of the season.
short to Juan Gaviria of St.
one of them was from Coach
Peter's.
Rees. He took the time to
chance to play at Fairfield and is close to
With three more goals and nine more
But Bailey helped lead
come to England and watch me play and leaving the Stags as the leader in career points he will move into first place in both the Stags over St. Peter's in the MAAC
told me about Fairfield. I really liked the goals and points.
categories.
Championship game.
He currently has 20 career goals and
way he approached soccer, his energy and
"For me, leaving as the leading scorer
55 career points, which puts him in second would cap off a great four years," said
vision of the team," said Bailey.
SEE "BAILEY" P. 23
Bailey. "If I don't finish on top of the caBailey has taken full advantage of the and fourth place on the all-time lists.

Trading places
From the hardwood to the turf
Piacquadio was a two-sport athlete at
Brewster High School in New York, where
Deion Sanders covers the best wide re- she excelled in both field hockey and basceivers in the NFL, then is whisked away by ketball.
helicopter to play in the World Series.
She came to Fairfield and made the basBo Jackson wins the Heisman then ketball team as a freshman. However, she was
makes the NFL Pro-Bowl and the American reduced to a backup role and only appeared
League All-Star team as one of the best ath- in three games all season, scoring two points
letes either sport has ever seen.
and recording a steal as well.
Jill Piacquadio '10-plays the point for
Women's field hockey Head Coach
women's basketball then the next year con- Jackie Kane walked by the weight room last
tends for a starting position in field hockey.
year when she saw an unfamiliar face with a
familiar T-shirt.
Piacquadio was working out in a field
hockey T-shirt when Kane approached
her and asked why she had never seen
1
her before.
"I loved basketball and I was totally
committed to the team," said Piacquadio.
"But Coach Kane approached me and
asked me to talk to her, so I came to camp
over the summer and I tried out and made
the team."
She has appeared in every game so
far this season and received her first start
against Columbia.
The Stags have scored four goals on
the season, and Piacquadio has had a part
in two of them. She scored the only goal
in the Stags' one win on the season, a 1-0
victory over St. Joseph's, and helped create
WfK W
an opportunity in another game.
"She is an athlete, a hard worker and
understands the game," said Kane. "She
Peter Caty/The Mirror has great game sense. She applies her
knowledge of basketball to field hockey."
Double trouble: Jill Piacquadio '10 made
the switch from point guard on the women's
basketball team to forward on the field hockey
SEE "THOMAS" P. 22
team, a sport she played in high school.
BY CHRIS SIMMONS
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Who says Fairfield
doesn't play football?
TOM CLEARY
MIRROR SPORTS
EDITOR

With 800 students dressed in red, wearing face paint and cheering loudly for the
Stags, the crowd at Lessing Field was one
of the wildest the men's soccer team has
ever seen.
The atmosphere for the game against
Yale Saturday night could have easily been
mistaken for a college football game.
Head Coach Carl Rees was extremely
pleased by the crowd turnout.
"God bless them," Rees said. "We
have fantastic fans. We go all over the
country and no one beats the color, the
pageantry and the numbers that we have
at our games. Their participation certainly
lifts our team."
Senior midfielder Sam Bailey also
talked about Fairfield fans, saying that
all the home games he has played have
been the most memorable moments of his
career because of the energy and support
they lend.
The men's soccer team is one of the
best teams in school history and deserves
the attention of the students on campus. Last
year, the team played as well as any other
soccer team in the country and finished the
greatest season any athletic team at Fairfield
has ever had.
The Stags are back again this year with
Bailey, goalkeeper Jon Paul Francini and

defender Tom Skara, forming one of the
top senior classes in team history. Francini's
goals against average was one of the top 20
in the nation, while Skara was the MAAC
Defensive Player of the Year.
The Fairfield version of football is
just as exciting as the more popular version
of football played on other college campuses
across the country.
It may be known as a boring sport, but
once you attend one game and you feel the
atmosphere for yourself, you will watch with
intensity as the Stags try to continue their
dominance at Lessing Field.
The Stags have had a true home-field
advantage the past three seasons, as they
have won 25 of their last 27 regular season
games, along with two games in the MAAC
Tournament last year, including the championship game at Lessing Field.
Rees has quietly built a dynasty at
Fairfield that is better than any other
Fairfield sports team in the past. He continues to recruit top players, many from his
home country of England, including Bailey
and junior defender Tom Clements. Freshman defender Jack Cleverly also continues
the tradition of top English players coming
to Fairfield.
The Stags are poised for another run
at the MAAC Championship and have a
chance of going even farther in the NCAA
Tournament than last year, when they defeated UConn in the first round before falling to Towson in the second round.
If you haven't jumped on the Fairfield
soccer bandwagon yet, it's not to late to
hop aboard.

